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Report on behalf of a Federal Trust Study Group 
made by Stanley Henig, April 1974 

Introduction 

The study of instutions is often considered to be peculiarly arid. 
Many British politicians tend to ~rgue that policies are very much more 
important than the nature of the institutions through which they must be 
promulgt1ted: so long as good policies ilre formulated institutions 
remain politically neutral. This "where there's a <vill there's a way" 

:approach relegates the mechanics and administration of government to the 
level of procedures at a local party meeting. At another level it is 
also claimed that any study of institutions per se is likely to be over
thcor,,tici.J.l: h'lUJ.t relllly courrt!:l is the ill.J.y ... by illJ.y prlt.c'tice. 

In the case of the European Community, study of the institutions 
can readily be justified on a nu~ber of criteria. First of all, the 
basic treaties >rhich established tl1e Coll'.munities give to the institutions 
a large number of specified and critical tasks: Community mechanics are 
such that successful accomplishment depends in large part on insti tu"-:-'·' 
tional performance. Secondly, the Communities were conceived as part of 
a strategy for uniting Europe through the method of integration. Since 
integration is a continuing, dynamic process the details of which cannot 
be laid down in advance, effective institutions are essential if prOgress 
is to be maintained. 'l'hirdly, the act of political will t-Jhich gave 
birth to the Communities >rill not al•rays be sufficient to overcome the 
detailed ohstai::les in tllo patll of integrating nine different countries: 
the institutions have the task of circumventing the crises ~·1hich are 
endemic to integration itself. Finally, the national political institu
tiaz1s, influenced as tlwy are by u r.tyriad of conflicting pressure groups, 
are. functionally bound to exercise a kind· of centrifugal force towards 
the Community: in moments of difficulty the institutions may come to 
represent Europe .:itself vis-a-vis the member states. 

Tl1ese justifications for the study of Community institutions suggest 
the nature of the tasks those inst.i tutions are a.~signed to fulfill: ·-
administrative - putting into effect specific agreements and policies 
laid do>rn in the treaties or subsequently; teleological - continuation 
or the drive for integration; deus ex machina - conversion of political 
Will into technical agreements during times of crisis; and representa
tional - embodiment of tlle 'E'uropean' idea. SixtCen years after the 
Treaties of Rome came into effect it is legitimate to measure the capa
bilities of the institutions by their past performance .measures against 
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these criteria, but first it is worth giving some attention to the back
ground to the Treaties. of Paris and Rome and the 'European' idea itself. 

The period 1945-58 was unique in that the governments of six 
European countries were able to demonstrate, despite various vicissi
tudes, a joint political will to make the attainment of European unity a 
matter of the highest national interest:. This united political will, 
whi eh led to the creation of the three Communi ties, was i t:self conditio
ned by a series of events largely extraneous to post-war European 
government - the recent: collapse, institutionally and/6r militarily, of 
many nation states; the ne>J world dominance of the continental super
powers; the onset of the Cold war; and finally the ending of imperia
lism witll the Suez trauma. As the impact: of these events progressively 
faded after 1960, there was a consequent dilution of Europe's political 
tdll for. unity. In effect, though, a single generation of political 
leaders agreed on the supreme importance of a long-term aim and 
embarked on a joint: strategy for achieving this through a series of 
European Communities which have now outlived the particular unity of 
political purpose which originally brought: them into being. 

When this generation of 'Europeans' negotiated the establishment: of 
tlJO l::cOJJuwic Co[lur!UJ11ty tl1ey wnre fully conscious of the rang~ and coulf.~l!::

xity of the problems requiring to be solved. Desire to translate the 
agreed political will on the long-term goal into anilli·tial positive 
achievement: transcended immediate concerns with the detailed minutiae. 
Instead of seeking prior solutions to the problems as a condition for 
goal attainment, the Six determined that the problems would be solved 
as a result of agreement on tile ultimate objective. Thus the original 
member states accepted initially only a limited number of precise commit
ments. For the rest they agreed to agree ••••••••• in the future. The 
task of facilitating those agreements would be given to the joint: insti
tutions. The negotiators were a<1are that they could not: there and then 
guarantev full accomplishment in all sectors, but they assumed that 
their successors would continue to accord the highest priority as a 
national goal to t:.he attainment of EuropeaiJ. unity. In the last analysi-s, 
this continuing, even if muted, political will would work through, and 
mutually reinforce, the institutions: integration was irreversible and 
its dynamics would ensure the achievcr.1cnt of all the intended agreements .. 
It follmmd equally that where the subjects for agreement were held to 
be particularly important by one or more of the: member governments, the 
,.,Jwle negotiating process would be subjected to massive tensions. The 
notion of crisis was built into the system as a means of reinforcing the 
progress of integration on the assumption that the supreme act: of united 
political will evinced in the 1950s, together with effective institui::' 
tions, would ultimately overcome all problems. 

In 1971 tile six member states joined with three (originally four) 
'others in a further important act of united political will ~;hen thf!y 
agreed on enlargement of the Communities. Once again the real problems 
were left to the future, their solutions dependent: on, rati.er than 
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conditioning, the basic goal of 1vider unity. The notion of crisis >~as 
deliberately retained in the sr;st"m on the assumption that once again the 
political 01ill to go forward to >~ider European imification would ensure 
agreed solutions rather than chaos. The institutions as enlarged were 
given the task of producing the solutions to the >tide-ranging problems 
of integrating nine countries. 

The object of this paper is to assess the capabilities of the 
existing institutions for fulfilling this role und to examine possible 
improvements. After a general consideration of the institutional 
systeD of the Community both as originally conceived and as it has func
tioned until novt, there is a detailed examination of the performances of 
the Council, Commission and Parliament. The argument for reform is 
based both on the proven shortcomings of these institutions and on an 
assessment of the nature of the tasks ahead. The final section indicates 
possible :lines along 1vhich reform might be accomplished. 

**..r*-**** 
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Europe's Political System 

The first model for a Community political system can be seen in 
the institutional arrangements made for the Coal and Steel Co~unity. 
Executive power was vested in a High Authority responsible to a 
Parliamentary Assembly Hhich might soon be directly elected. The 
Council of Ministers - added rather as an afterthought - seened no more 
than the precursor of an Upper House, although it retained the pmrer of 
appointment:· ,to, but not of dismissal,fiom·, the High .Z\uthority. By the 
time the Treaties of Home were siqned this model had been somewhat 
diluted. Whilst the co~itment to supra-nationalism remained enshrined 
both in the Commission and in the provisions for Council majority votipg, 
political power was much more. evenly divided between these t;ro institu
tions. In part this may have reflected a retreat from the high tide of 
Europe an. Federalism after the Defence Community fiasco, but equally it 
resulted from the fact that SO much more Has being delegated to the 
institutions on this occasion. The provisions of the coal and Steel 
Community were far-reaching but they affected only a limited sector of 
economic life and were relatively finite: the ultimate implications of 
even notional commitments to common social policies, monetary union and 
harmonisation of laws, were of an altogether different nature. The 
govenunonts of the member countries readily agreed to reserve for them
selves a more important place in the political processes of this ne1-1 
Community. 

'!'he precise model at t-Jhich those who signed the Rome Treaties t.·Jere 
aiming is not tvholly clear, but rationalisation suggests that 
Commission and Council "''ould act as joint political authorities, ,,.,ri th 
the former.retaining the more obvious attributes of an executive through 
acting as a kind of motor. The performance of the Community would still 
be largely determined by the activity of the Commission. Majority 
voting in the Council would both avoid deadlock and also emphasise the 
poli.tJ.cnl role of the: Comrni::·l!:iion t-1hich would be ahlc to take irr.portunt 
initiative$ even if not all the member governments were immediately 
favourable. In the stages of policy fo:nna_tion the Council would play a 
c.:.cucial role, but "11th the establishi1ent of an increasing ntm:lb_er of 
common rules the Co~~ission might still evolve into a government. This 
promotion of the council as against the previous model implied a relega-:
tion in the importance given to the AsseMbly: little attention was 
.given to its role in the European institutional scheme. 

It is difficult to assess the evolution of the institutions in isola
tion from the performance of the Communi ties as a whole. The united 
poli.ti.cal ._.Till of the oriqinal Six gradually eroded. during the 1960s in 
the face of President de Gaulle's onslaught on the 'European' idea. 
Advocacy of 'Eurcpe ·.02s Patries' by one major member state was bound to 
have profound repercusslons on the European policies of others. The 
shared political will of the 1950s spilled over sufficiently to produce 
common policies on Commission initiatives in thoSe fields where other 
national interests militated in favour of European solutions - in 
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particular the rapid completion of a customs union, the establishment of 
the agricultural policy, some progress towards free movement of capital 
and persons, and limited achievetoentsiin the external field. Such areas 
of hicJh Sfllicncc were though for the most part covered by the mid-l960s, 
after which the national stand of France and her insis.tence that majority 
voting not be used was critical. 

It ought to he stated quite clearly that in a community the stark
ness of any rules on voting must be muted. Rules of the game evolve and 
may take precedence over formal regulations in determining behaviour 
patterns. l"or the Six, those rules of the game could be readily formu
lated: - five countries would not browbeat one into submission; one 
country would not indefinitely hold up progre!O.~ on issues considerec1 to 
be important by the other five; disagreement between France and Germany 
meant deadlock nnd perhaps crisis; agreement het\-1een France and ~ermany 
usually meant progress. Even, though, if the tacit understanding not to 
use majority voting may have had little impact on the way in which the 
Council actually conducted business and reached agreement, it had con
siderable implications for the Commission in depriving it of the real 
advantage of the role of initiative. The Commission - especially after 
the events of 1965 which led to the institutional fracas - was unable to 
take major initiatives without .knowing in advance that all governments 
were positively interested. It could not produce a proposal in the hope 
that it could later act politically to secure the necessary majority. 
Gradually the style changed as ~1heeler dealing replaced political initia
tive and the CowJnission itself increasingly resembled a technical adminis
tration rather t.:.han u political authority. 

By the late 1960s, the united political will of the 1950s seemed 
virtually moribund and the Cormnission lacked any real power base from 
which to engender progress. Various solutions were canvassed, but 
finally agreement could only be reached on enlarging the Community - in 
accordance with the original 'European' ideas - in the sorne\orhat vague hope 
that the new Community might resolve the balance of the old. Given that 
the ne;~comers had at no time shared the original common political will, 
enlnrucmcnt of itself only increased the potentialities for disagreement 
once ~1e initial euphoria had subsided. 

Disappearance of the united political will and the consequential 
voiding of the notion of the Commission as Community motor has led to an 
increasing search for a new 'deus ex rnachina' to engender progressa Sur.~it 

conferences were used irregularly during the 1960s when particularly impor
tant decisions had to bt made, but latterly they have become associated 
with the notion of package deals covering a >~hole variety of sectors of 
Community e.t4deavour. Elevation of such a morass of problems to the highest 
level gives no inbuilt guarantee·. of solution and the summit has come to 
weigh on the institutional structure - with it but not of it. After a work 
'programme for the first year of the enlarged Community was formally agreed 
at the Summit in 1972, ~tere was a increasing tendency to leave aside even 
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m.inor problems during 1973 in the hope that they might be solved at the 
next meeting of the 'Gods from Olympus'. The total failure of the Autumn, 
1973 Summit left tue Community correspondingly rudderless for the early 
part of 1974. The decision that henceforth summitry could be a six 
monthly exercise is probably a step on the way to assimilating such 
meetings into the Council of Hinisters. Insofar as this means the total 
politicization of the technical it is a bizarre development in the light 
of the original intentions to take detailed problems away from large 
inter-governmental conferences to the joint Community insti tutions:.c. 

The final dimension of the present institutional structure relates 
to the machinery for political cooperation. That member governments 
have seen a need for some kind of established political machinery, even 
though they are um1illing to develop the existing Communities in any 
clear federal direction, demonstrates the existence of community in the 
sense used by Karl Deutsch. The new machinery co-exists and at certain 
points clumsily coalesces with the formal Community institutions. The 
Foreign Ministers meet four times a year to exchange views on matters of 
mutual interest in the somewhat vugue hope that this v1ill improve their 
understanding of each other's position and also help to promote harmonisa
tion. A Political Committee made up of top officials - 'Political 
Directors' - from the national foreign offices meetings rather more often 
to help prepare such meetings and there are appropriate lO>Ier level 
groups. Liaison >~ith the formal Community institutions is ensured by 
allowing the Commission to make known its vie\olS, informing the Council of 
decisions made by the Foreign 11inisters (sic.) and links bet>reen the 
Political Committee and the Committee of Permanent Representatives. Per
haps more importantly the unity of all these mechanisms is maintained 

.. through having the same President for the Council and the Political 
Cooperation machinery. 

In ere using use of s ummi try as a means of solving prohlems arising 
from the work of the Communities together with the establJ.shment of 
separate machinery for political matters, some of which are not unrelated 
to the economic competences of the Treaty ~nstitutions, suggests that there 
has been a gradual change in Europe's political system. Whilst during the 
1950s nnd e.1rly 1960s supra-nationalism \·Tas decisively in the ascendant 
as against inter-governmentalism, this is no longer the case. The current 
system is a mixed one but the trends favour the use of traditional inter
gOvern~ental devices rather than supranational authorities as the main 
instrument for the development of joint European policies.· 



The Performance of the Institutions* 

Whi.lst an early generation of 'F.uropenns' may have hoped that the 
institutions themselves would help transform the Communities towards 
ultimate economic and political union, it is probably not very useful to 
attenpt to assess performance by relation to attainment of these goals. 
Arguments about tl1e alleged uniqueness of Community institutions already 
seem anachronistic in view of the changed political circumstances within ·:'-
which they are operating, and traditional structural functional analysis 
suggests that the best yardsticks for evaluating institutional perfor-
mance to date must lie in reference to the constituent treaties and the 
tasks they inposed on the institutions. On this basis one method of pro
.:edure is to try to assess the institutions,:. collectively in the first 
instance, in terms of the kind of criteria which a rather sophisticated 
man on the Brussels traF.Jcu.r might thin~ to be relevant to the "'rorY.ings of 
the Communities. 

In v1hat follows 
Group 1 representing 
from good to awful). 
group. 

the Community is scored in terms of such criteria, 
a high score and Group 4 a low score (i.e. ranging 

The items are not necessarily in order within each 

·Group 1 

1. day-to-day routine execution at Community level as a result of 
delegation (se. to the Commission). 

2. 

]. 

4. 
,. 
"· 

6. 

7. 

• 

ability of policy initiator to decide on o•m policy initiatives. 

bringing together in ad hoc and ~tanding groups of relevant 
national officials for numerous and frequent meetings. 

execution by national authorities of detailed Community mechanisms. 

self-organisational decision-making (Council, Commission, 
Parliament). 

preparing negoti,1ting rnnnclatcs for trade negotiations. and con
ducting trade negotiations. 

dove loping organically tile constitutional 'density' of the 
Community • 

The first part of this section of the report, incorporating the 
criteria listings for institutional performance, is drawn from a discussion 
paper entitled 'Tile Community's Institutions: a Dissection of their Present 
State', which was presented to the St~dy group by.P.J. Allott 
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8. involving JUJ.tional offici.'Jls in routin~ execution at 
Community level (management Committees). 

9. managowc.mt of the common ll.gricultural policy. 

Group 2 

10. delegation implementing authority (legislation of execution) 
bett.;een Community institutions (se. Council to Commission). 

ll •. publishing decisions (Official Journal and Bulletin) •. · 

12. package-dealing (inter-subject compromise). 

13. setting·and keeping to deadlines. 

14. ensuring compliance of governments of member states. 

15. , ensuring compliance by persons and companies. 
. '.·. 

16. assimilating interest-group opinion in the decision-making 
process. 

17. permitting secret deliberations before uppublislled decisions. 

18. creating the legal certainty required of a developed legal 
system. 

19. accumulating loyal expertise at Community level. 

20. respecting the letter of the Treaties. 

21. amending the Treaties ·as necessary. 

Group 3 

22. ability of initiator to ensure adoption of its policies. 

23. creating ne•r policy in areas not fully developed nationally. 

24. develOping common positions for international monetary negotiations .. 

25. explaining decisions to public opinion. 

26. developing aggregate Community expertise in technical matters. 

27. encouraging no-reward intra-Community transfers of resources. 

28. encouraging cross-national movement of persons. 

::ID. p6·1:mi t tiJJy awc::rgenc!) ItK)JH::tt.u:y action at Cornmuni ty level. 

30. permitting group pressure and loyalty to overcome national view
l)oin tt:. 

31. encouraging group aggregate:-consciousness among national govern
ments. 

32. encouraging group aggregate-consciousness a1119ng national ministers. 

33.. encouraging group aggregate-consciousness among national officials • 

.. 

• , •• , >. • _, .. :-:,..,.;:-,!·--::-m:'",~-,-.,-,-, -----:-~-~--~·-;c,..,,..,.,-, """~·,.,.~. ~;;;.~ .. .,,.,..,"'··""' -, ... -,.:~·"'· ,.,.,,,. ... ,;-,:.~r"'"0"7r;,c;-_.,,_.~~"·•'".·:'l':-"'·!17·"'l'~l.'~?:;·'C;;;"~-.;;~; -. C"~;~;;-;~.i!i;i~r.'·:-.-".G:"'.i , .. ·C:·. "'~'-'":~-~ifA~N·:·"·.-. ··; 
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3·1. encouraging and Jwrnassing 'European' idealism. 

35. enabling good legislation to be adopted (well-drafted and 
mec!Janically effective). 

36. avoiding LCM decisions; encouraging HCF decisions. 

37. avoiding documentary Parkinsonism at Community level. 

38. avoiding personnel Parkinsonism at Community level. 

39. transferring burdens from senior national officials and not·· 

40. 

41. 

42. 

merely adding to their workload. 

controlling and auditing Community expenditure. 

simplifying intra-Community commercial transactions. 

eliminating intra-Community customs barriers. 

. '. '\". 

43. · lO>lering intra-Community economic and monetary friction. · ., .,, 

44. removing intra-community trade distortions. 

45. promoting intra-Community economic rationalisation,. 

46. promoting Corruaunity economic policy solidarity. 

-17. promoting Corrununi ty monetary policy solidarity. 

Group 4 

48. assimilating general public opinion into the decision-making 
process. 

49. promoting Community loyalty alongside national loyalty. 

5o. l>al·miteiny ,;<>cr<.>t: clt:lilwr<:tl<ms prior to published decisions. 

51. making use of the special 'political' contribution o£ elected· 
representatives. 

52. organising executive accountability to elected representatives 
at Community and national, level. 

53. involving elected representatives in legislation. 

54. distinguishing law-making and la~l-implementation, legislation 
.. 'lnd 5ubordin:1t;a logisl.atinn. 

55. developing cross-area Community policies. 

~6. winning national government loyalty to guidelines (i.e. non
compulsory policies). 

57. coordin~ting foreign policy positions. 

58. establishing a distinct Col1Ullunity i.dentity internationally • 

.. 59. establishing .a distinct Community image in the member states. 

60. ensuring dCI.'IOCratic control of Community finance. 

h. 

·. 
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Rationalising on the basis of the above, it is possible to argue that 
the institutions perform particularly well \<1hen the Commission is acting 
Nithin those spheres over tvhich it has been granted a large measure of 
autonomy. The institutions also work reasonahly well HhP.;re the criteria 
irnply close collaboration hetHeen Council and Commission. However, the 
greater the relative competence of the Council as against the Comreission 
the less successful the institutions appear to be. The nature of the 
Commission/Council collaboration contrasts strongly with those spheres 
involving or implying parliamentary or popular participation: the ratings 
on all possible criteria here are extremely lo"'· One might tentatively 
conclude that whilst ~he Commission/Co•mcil relationship is well articula
ted and institutionally successful, Commission/Parlianent and Council/ 
Parliament (national or European) relationships seem to have virtually no 
l.nstituUonal capacity for any ta>>k fulfillment. Finally, there is sorr,e 
implication that the capacity of the institutions to reach out autono
mously beyond the limitations formally placed upon them is extremely 
small. 

From this general survey the institutions emerge as having been 
reasonably competent in fulfilling the tasks specifically laid down in the 
Treaties. Autonomously they can achieve little more; their hasic struc
ture is likely to be less acceptable in the light of the re-emergence of 
inter-governmentalism; and they are possibly incapable in their present 
form of engendering the necessary degree of popular support for Europe. 
The current institutional pattern embodies 'Commission Europe', successful 
enough in dealing Hi th certain tasks but unlikely to have the capacity for 
econOmic and political union. However, to gauge more accurately the per
formance and capabilities of the institutions, it is also necessary to 
look at the functioning of each in greater details. 

The salient characteristics of the Commission lie in its independence, 
representativeness, collegiality and the intense verticality of its inter
nal articulation. 

Independence v.1as intended in the Treaties to -be the crucial· attribute 
of the High Authority and the Commissions and it. took various forms: ~ the 
right of initiative and the associated ability to act alone in certain ways 
in specified areas; non-dismissability by the member governments; and 
responsibility to a separate po;1er base in the Assembly or European 
Parliament. In practice only the first form of independence has been fully 
<:..1 lt:.rat:lonal ~ the couuf1ission has maintained its right of ini tiativ~ ant) 
also that of execution after the decision-makin<J stage. The real motor of 
the Community lies in the collaboration between Commission and Council, 
but it is the activities of the former which supply the essential catalyst 
for decision-making. Even at times when sentiment amongst some of the 
member governments has run ,most strongly against the idea of Commission 
Europe, there has been no serious suggestion of taking aHay the Treaty 
powers of initiative and execution. Throughout the sixties the Co~~ission 
produced streams of proposals, however political Unimaginative they tended 
to become. In addition the role of the Commission in managing those common 

. ' 
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policies ngreed in the later 1960s differed remarkably little from that · 
accepted earlier. 

Non-dismissability has been much less of a bolster to independence, 
partly because its granting >~as a 1i ttle half-hearted. The pC>ter of 
appointment was left in the lands of the member governments who tacitly 
agreed that each would appoint its o>m national Commissioners: there 
would be no joint selection of a politically homogeneous executive. A 
period of office limited to four years at a time means that the.date for 
re-election is nevcr~~far away. A Commissioner can make himself virtually 
indispensable for his country, as was the case with Mansholt, but the norm 
is that he will have a much greater dependence on those>~ho appoint him 
than vice versa. Thus the French Government could effectively dismiss 
Eti•mne Hirsch as Euratom Commission President by non-reappointment. The 
same government later on illustrated the limitations of non-dismissability 
in another way when making it clear that the continuance of !lallstein as 
Commission President was unacceptable: he too had been •over-independent'. 
Hallstein could have continued as a rank and file Commission member, but 
the demotion implied made this unacceptable. 

It is arguable that non-dismissability has not really helped the 
Commission that much because the third measure of independence - the sepa
rate power base - has been non-operational. Some of the reasons for this 
can be considered later in the section dealing with Parliament, but a 
major feature has been the inability of the Commission to appreciate the 
real importance to itself of the body to which it is constitutionally res
ponsible. Acting on the basis that Parliament will never operate the cen
sure procedure, the Commission simply does not bother to secure firm 
advance support for its initiatives and proposals. The Commission seems 
happy to turn to Parliament only when it needs a fan club in ~~e context 
of its prior - almost obsessional - relationship with the Council. This 
kind of support was quite inadequate to give any protection to Hirsch or 
Hallstein. 

The second !.iU(jgestcd characteristic of the Commission - representative
ness - is likely to cause raised eyebrovlS. Once appointed, Commissioners 
take'an oath to accept no instructions from any outside body, least of all 
thl.;!ir 0\11n uo.t.:lonul governments. Palpably they are not in any sense 
national delegates. Equally there is a clear intention that each me~ber 
state shall have at least one Commissioner appointed - and subject to re
appointment ;.· byi in· effect. the national government. Whilst any individual 
Commissioner may deem it wise not to assert too frequently his national 
links, there is an assumption that each is fulfilling a representational 
role toHards the public in his country of origin. This has particularly 
been the case with the Commissioners for the new member countries. It is 
arguable that the low ratings gi.ven above on those criteria \·1hich involve 
Parliament and people reflect to some extent the Commission fear that any 

'emphasis on the representational role will detract from its independence. 
One further facet of the representational role is worthy of comment. For 
a -variety of reasons national links amongst members of the Eurocracy working 



for the Commission are fairiy strong: 
be at the pinnacle of this process. 
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the national Commissioners tend to 

Collegiality affects the ~10rk of tne Commission in a number of ways. 
All the Commissioners are jointly responsible for all 'legal' actions of 
the Commission, defined in terms of the Treaties, and also for the actions 
of the civil service employed by them. Purely as a matter of administra
tive convenience the Commission has entrusted to different of its Members 
tile direction of particular aspects of its work. However, there is no 
constitutionally defined notion of individual ministerial responsibility of 
a Commissioner for the General Directorate the work of which he supervises. 
In contrast with Ministries in national governments, a General Directorate 
has no legal persona. All policies and actions must be of the Commission as 
a whole. Whilst individual policies may become popularly associated with a 
particular Commissioner, responsibility is collective. In answering before 
the European Parliament, Commissiontrs are interchangeable whatever the 
subject under discussion. Collegiality of the Commission and distinctness 
from the Eurocracy which serves it are further emphasised by the existence 
of ministerial Cabinets. Each Monday, the Chefs de Cabinet, convened by 
the Secretariat, meet to prepare for the Wednesday Commission meeting. At 
both these tiers there is for the Community an almost unique veil of silence 
over the deliberations which would be quite unenforceable at any meetings 
within the Council aegis. 

The meeting of Chefs de Cabinet is, in fact, the lo>~est level at which 
formal horizontal links exist Hithin the entire Commission structure. The 
Eurocracy itself is organised entirely on vertical lines \-Tith<:"':·Only very 
occasional and exceptional provision made for liaison between Directorates 
and Divisions in diffen:mt General Directorates when there ts the most 
obvious functional overlap, as in the external field. In fact horizontal 
articulation within General Directorates is extremely feeble when compared 
to national ministries. As between General Directorates horizontal links 
are normally almost non-existent below Al level: even then they are CO!n

pletely informal. 

Bused on thc~;e fundamental characteristics of the Commission, a sketch 
of its working methods can be given. Policies require to be drafted in 
accordance with Treaty commitments, Summit decisions or Commission time
tables. The basic >lOrk will be organised at Division level within the 
appropriate General Directorate and almost the entire flow of the decision
ml'lking process Hill he vertical. At an early stage there vlill be consul
tation with outside parties, particularly national civil servants and 
interest groups, in the form of ad hoc meetings and a range of bi-lateral 
contacts. Whilst these meetings enable the Commission to draw on an 
extremely \1ide ran<Je of technical expertise and also to test the political 
climate, there is no necessary attempt to secure general agreement. The 
process at this stage is one of Commission policy making and not Cor:mmni ty 

'decision takiny. l\ policy document >rill work its way, without any <Jreat 
secrecy, through the General Directorate without·any significant horizontal 
communication prior to General Director level. A great deal of the work 
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of horizontal communication may not take place until a document is rE:ady 
for adoption by the Commission and falls to be considered by the Cabinets. 
As late as the Chefs de Cabinet meeting, other General DirectoratP.s r.'lay be 
submitting various reserves for final resolution at Commission level. In 
a sense all this is, of course, at the pre-decision taJ<ing stage, but a 
great deal more is known about this than is usually the case at national 
level. 

The basic characteristics of the Council are complex rather than sirople 
nnd cannot bo catt~<JOI:.Lsed r1uit.c .c.ts easily a:-:; those of the Cornrnis::-ilon. In 
the first place the Council is the institution which supplies the linkage 
b~tw<:>,cn thn Europc~;-m and nat:i.onal political proceAnes. Hhilst it iP.. a 
Community institution, it is only partially 'communautaire• and it cannot 
in any sense be described as collegiate. Two other features are peculiarly 
important to the \.;hole Council machinery: - it has evolved no system for 
delegating decision taking outside of a very limited number of areas: and 
it tends to ensure that all problems, however technical in origin, become 
peeply politicised. 

During the period >rhen it ~.;as optimistically hoped that European politi
cal t n~ t:i. t.ut.i.nn~ nd.(Jh t soon 1~ rqc.lly _rc:-p.l n r.o thor.P! of th Q nntj_on ~t;,_tes, 

little attention was paid to the Council. Its rise to greater importonc<: 1.r1 
the Community political system reflects and parallels the trend to~.;ards 

inter-governmentalism. Insofar as the European and national political insti
tutions· will have to co~exist in decision making for some time to come, the 
Council has a critical ~ole in linking the two processes. It is the only 
level at which there is fonnal interchange between the two processes or 
systems.. The contacts described earlier bet\oleen Commission and national 
civil servants a~e totally at the behest of the former and do not form part 
of the formal decision making machinery of the Community. The links bet
ween national and European Parliament hardly exist outside the process of 
nomination of the membership of the latter. It is a consequence of the 
bicephalous nature of Community political authority - Commission and 
Council. - that the first interaction between the two decision making pro
cesses takes place at ministerial level. The detailed work which goes into 
taking an actual decision after the tahling of a Commission proposal is 
carried out within the Council machinery and for these purposes various 
tiers of sub-authorities have been created, generally against the ;rishes of 
the Commission, Hho have tended to see in such bodies as the Conll'nittee of 
Permanent Representatives possible rivals for th~ future. Fluctuating 
membership, the fact that those who attend are delegates rather than repre
sentati vc8, the lack of any concept of collective responsibility and failure 
to maintain secrecy about any of the proceedings all militate against 
collegiality at Council level. In the French sense the Council cannot be 
described as 'communautaire', ,but during the 1960s and early 1970s the logic 
of curbing the political role of the Commission has led Hinisters who attend 
t~e Council to take perhaps a more European view of their responsibilities. 

·Such a tendency is re- in forced by the growing importance of the Committee of 
Permanent Represcntati ves, which links top national officials to the 
Community political process. IVhilst those who attend are even more 
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delegates than their Ministers, membership is more stable and there is 
some beginning to what· could become a refined version of collective res
ponsibility. 

Despite the development of Coreper and the essential part it now 
plays in preparing the work of the Council, no formal machinery for the 
delegation of decision taking has been elaborated. Formally all items 
referred from the Council to Coreper have to he returned for approval even 
if this is expected to be automatic under the Points A procedure. There 
is no doubt that this slows down the working of the entire Council 
machinery. The only significant exceptions relate to the management 
committees, particularly in the agricultural sphere. These do work as 
'coll(~'].tntn orgnnr' ,. nnd oven opornt:o on mnjori1:y votinf), hut they mu~t be 
considered part of the machinery for carrying out decisions and policies 
already determined upon by the Council. In a sense the alternative to 
their establishment wuuld have been a greater delegation of competences 
to the Commission alone. 

The ineffectual nature of the machinery for delegation is probably a 
major contributory factor to>lards the tendency to politicise even the 
most technical issues. Part of the problem is that the Commission can 
novcr succeed in absorbing to the European level all the activities of 
those pressure groups likely to be affected hy Community decisions. For 
such groups the national arena remains an important locus of activities. 
Action undertaken at national level to influence community decision making 
processes inevitably leads to the politicization of issues which in a 
domestic environment would be con.si<lercd technical questions for resolu
tion within the appropriate Ministry. So long as the Council retains its 
present decision taking p~1ers, it is hard to avoid a situation in which 
Ministers fina themselves confronted with relatively trivial issues which 
they would normally expect to be resolved at administrative level. 

A·short sketch of the Council's working methods will complement that 
given earlier of the Commission. The Council's agenda is substantially 
influenced, if not fully controlled, by the flow of initiatives and pro
posals from the Cormnission. on occa~ions when a Minister independently 
raises a subject for discussion in the Council, this is likely to b~ 
referred in turn to the Commission, after which the normal procedure >lill 
apply. On rece.;.pt of a Commission proposal, the Council is likely to have 
a short 'take note• d1scussion before referring the question for what is 
termed 'more detailed study' by the Permanent Representatives. In one· 
sense this uext stage is perhaps the most crucial in the e;otire process 
of Community policy making, for Coreper both negotiate with the Commission -
as a result of which the proposal may ultimately be formally amended - and 
also involve formally experts from the national administrations, sometimes 
in ad hoc or special committees.. By fulfilling a kind of brokerage role 

,oetween the European and national decision making processes, Coreper are 
illustrating the current dominance of the Council. The Permanent 
Representatives seek to isolate the political aspects of any question from 
the technical, although 'political' here carries a >lide definition, 

..,...-···-~..,......,...-
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embracing any issue on which there is substantive disagreement be~<een 
member governments. Such 'political' matters can only be resolved at 
Council leve~,possibly in the context of a package deal. However, there 
are occasions when progress on the 'technical', i.e. 'non-political', 
aspects must be held up pending a Council decision. This may necessitate 
a number of references up and down as.be~een Coreper and Council. 
Since deci5ions can, formally at least, only be taken at Council of 
Ministers level, there are always bottle-necks in the process. 

The entire Community decision making and decision taking processes 
revolve around the close collaboration between council and Commission, 
especially that which takes place at Coreper level after the Commission 
hnn fnnnnlly t".nh_l c.tl i t~n pr.ornnnl n. Th:i.,::. J.qnvr:.-r. vor;y Jj ttlo r.cnpo for 

effective influence by the third major institution - the Parliament. com
pared to national Parliaments, the European body may seem virtually cas~ 
trated, lacking the power to legislate - or to veto legislation - and 
without sufficient instruments to exercise any effective control over the 
twin political authority. On the legislative side, Parliament has the 
right to be consulted, but since approval is not needed this is of limited 
value when the final decision, dependent on unanimity in the Council, may 
be hammered out between that body and the Commission in the course of one · 
or more marathon sessions. Even more important is that Parliament•s 
control over the purse strings is still extremely limited: it cannot 
affect the bulk of the Community budget in any way. Possibilities of 
checking and controlling the political authorities only arise out of the 
constitutional power to dismiss the Commission. Whilst this makes the 
Commission responsible to Parliament and theoretically gives a functional 
ond logical coherence to the latter's activities, there has been no indi

.cation that a classical executive/legislative relationship might emerge. 
Given that the crucial Community conflict/relationship lies betv1een 
Council and commission, Parliament seems both to sense and accept its ~~n 
impotence. It cannot control the Council in any way and there has been 
no attempt to forge institutional links with the national Parliaments 

·which theoretically control the individual Ministers. On most issues a 
. ,majority in Parliament supports the Commission line, especially "'hen this 

meets with national opposition in the Council, and can usually visualise 
no role other than standing on the sidelines to cheer, usually in the form 
of a relatively anodyne motion passed virtually unanimously. Any attempt 
to use the weapon of dismissal would clearly have enormous implications 
for the entire Community and they >~ould certainly go far beyond any parti
cular issue >~hich occasioned the clash. In effect Parliament HOUld be 
making a unilateral attempt to change the entire Community political pr~
cess by levering itself into the policy making process. A majority has 
always felt that this "'ould be far too dangerous a course at this stage 

. in the development of Europe: the resultant institutional crisis "ould 
probably weaken the Commission without strengthening the Parliament and 
would only result in further increasing the dominance of the Council. Un
fortunately the net result of this cautious attitude is that Parliament 

"seems unwilling to fight for increased powers and prefers to \<ait until 
they are bestowed. Parliament is simply not credible as a power base for 
the Commission in its conflict/relationship with the Council. Its 
failure must be considered a major factor in the gradual change in the 
internal Community balance between Commission and Council. 



There can be no doubt that of the three major European institutions,.· 
Parliament has been completely ,unsuccessful. If one refers back to the 
list of categories >~ith >~hich this section began, it is noticeable that 
those in Group 4 - where Community institutions rated the lowest - rely 
in many cases for effective fulfillment on the· European Parliament. 
Given the importance of popular involvement and participation in the 
Community as well. n:J effective control of executive pov1er, it is tempting 
for would-be reformers to concentrate on Parliament, especially as the 
case can he cogently argued without necessary reference to the ultimate 
destination of the Community. However, it must be stressed that the 
Community is governed by and through a political system of which 
Parliament is only one feature. Major changes in any one part of this 
system are bound to affect the operating circumstances for all other 
p.o.rts. It follO\-Js thnt even if one is concerned only. with current 
institutional performance in respect of those tasks already delegated to 
the Community, the argument would still have tol·he widened. The task of 
the second part of this paper is to consider the case for institutional 
reform against both current performance of current tasks and also the 
likely future role and scope of the Community. 

' ' 
, ,: I 
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To~1ards Reform 

Arguments for or against political reform are often posed as if one 
relevant alternative were the indefinite continuation into the future of 
any current institutional pattern. In practice, political and economic 
realities are subject to continuous change: other things are never 
equal. One test of any set of political institutions lies in its 
ability to adjust autonomously to changed circumstances. At one level 
the future course of world events is bound to have a profound influence 
on the shape and purposes and, therefore, the institutions of the 
European Community. Detwcen such external events and any ultimate impli
cations for Europe's institutions lies the entire area of policy making. 
One may legitimately assume that to a certain extent Europe's leaders 
will be able to determine their own institutional responses and later on 
this paper will sketch some possible scenarios. Already, though, there 
is Some evidence that as constructed. the European institutions are res
tricted in their ability for autonomous self-adjustment as overall 
political circumstances change. However, the argument about the mechanics 
of institutional change can be switched to quite another level. Within 
the present Community, inputs from the policy makers have themselves 
resulted in certain changes i~< the institutions. The actual performance 
of the institutions in recent years differs markedly from the originally 
intended pattern, and there may be further changes if one undertakes the 
very risky task of trying to extrapolate from current trends. 

Earlier consideration of the present institutional pattern of the 
Community sugges~s a number of such trends. First, there seems to he 
increasing use of summitry as an integral and necessary part of Community 
institutional life. Secondly, there is some tendency to assign new tasks 

. going beyond the present scope of the Community not to the existing insti
tutions, but rather to specially created inter-governmental machinery. 
Third, in the dc~tormination of Community policy there has been a discer-

. nible shift in power a•1ay from the Commission and in favour of the 
Councii. .Fourthly, concern at the failure of the European Parliament is 
now so •1idespread that some tinkering with the present system seems inevi
table; any increose in the power of Parlinment will not he at the expense 
of the Council. If these tenuous extrapolations are correct then two 
alternative institutional models offer possible starting points for any 
discussion of reform. Model A (p.lS) most closely resembles what is 
apparently current practice. There is a dual political authority, Council 
ann Commission, ench wlth specific functions und competences in both ~e 
legislative and executive spheres. At top level, overall direction is 
given to their >~Ork by occasional meetings ·of Heads of Government, «hils t 
lower down appropriate liaison is maintained through various ad hoc 
channels, pqrticularly those around the Coreper. There are also various 
advisory bodies, one of which- the European Parliament- has a special 
r:elationship with the Commission. Model B posits a continuation of the 

'.present trends and places the Council at the centre of the political 
spectnum meeting in various forms, but at the highest level in the form of 
Summits laying down packages and timetables. The Council is assisted by 
two subsidiary bodies - Coreper which coordinates the >~ork at administrative 
level and supplies the linkage to the domestic political processl and the 
Commission with a mediating and secretarial role. ' 
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Some of the dilemmas facing Europe's reformers can now be stated. 
The capabilities and potentialities of Model A can be assessed through 
experience. For those who believe in a future 'political Europe', ?1odel 
B offers a quite inadequate institutional framework for fulfilling those 
t.nsks which will require in future to be delegated to the Community. 
Should reformers concentrate on campaigning for the delegation of those 
tasks at an early date in the expectation that the inadequa~; of the 
institutions ,Till automatically necessitate change? Alternatively, dare 
they assume that the argument for delegating wider competences to the 
Conununity will itself be automatically won as world events demonstrate its 
necessity, so that the urgent task is to ensure adequate institutions when 
that time comes? Posing such questions produces no automatic answers, and 
in practice there is no one homogeneous group of reformers >The >~ill opt 
to concentrate all their fire on a single target. This paper is concerned 
with institutions, but meaningful proposals for change can only be made on 
the basis of certain assumptions about the future scope and role of the 
Community. Ucfore considering these assumptions, however, some general 
yardsticks for measuring institutions can be suggested. 

The two most important general yardsticks are efficiency and legiti
macy. Reference to the table at the beginning of the preceding section is 
one method of gauging institutional efficiency. Another approach would lie 
in micro-investigation of decision flov1s ~ some parts of the decision 
making process were clearly functioning at near full capacity even before 
the Community was geographically enlarged and might well not be able to 
cope with increased competences. In particular, the Council structure acts 
as a bottle-neck so long as all actual decisions must be taken at 
Mi.nistc~rinl level. ll.nothc1r area of ineffici.ency relates to the link~ge 
beo;een European and domestic political processes. The fact that 
Commission proposals are made with only minimal, non-formal inputs from 
national administrations may lead to duplication and time wasting. In 
addition this is a contributory fact to the politicization of technical 
,1 ~:::sur·1n wlt:i,tclt r.lllfoJ:ct.:H dut.:t:llciJ. Ui:lt:U~wlon b.~ wc.::ll an forlfJtil dc.:C1HlOtHl ~t. 

ministerial level. Finally the habit of gearing all Community work to 
infrequent Summit Meetings weakens and slows down the regular institutions. 
In the past the crisis has been used as a catalyst for progress on major 
issues: QSe of the summit in the current manner embodies the notion of 
crisis so deeply into the Community system as to endanger normal working. 
All these criticisms are primarily of Model A, but they would be likely to 
apply with even greater force to Hodel B unless Coreper were upgraded 
into a major Community institution in its own right. However, this is to 
jump the c'l.r.r;umr.mt. 

The ot.hc:r. ~wnnral ynrastick is Jr::(ji.tim;'lcy. F.urope 1 s institutions will 
be legitimate insofar as individual citizens are prepared to accept deci
sions made by them even when their O>rn lives and livelihoods are atfected 
and insofar as there is (consequently) a transfer of loyalties and expecta

·.tions to those institutions. l·li thout this acceptance of the institutions 
and some associated transfer of loyalty, integration - the peaceful merger 
of decision making processes and the creation of joint policies to the 
point of effective political union - Nill be unable to proceed beyond a 
certain point. It is desirable, of course, that the E~ropean institutions 
only receive the accolade of legitimacy if they are organised in accor
dance with certain democratic principles, but the critical operating 
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condition for integration is legitimacy rather than democracy. Turning 
back again to the criteria table for institutional performance anu more 
particularly Group 4, the limited capacity of the institutions for 
engendering tl.eir own legitimacy is demonstrated. Supporting eviaence 
can be gleaned from un opinion poll carried out for th~ Commission in all 
nine member countries in Autumn, 1973. The following table brings together 
ansHers given to several different questions: - first, \'Thether certain 
specified issues should be dealt ;Jith by a European government or by the 
national government; secondly, whether membership of the Common r~arket 
has been a good thing for their country and themselves respectively; and 
thirdly, support for possible political developments in the Community. 
A number of conclunions may be drawn. There is significantly more 
enthusiasm for giving to a European government the handling of those tasks 
furthest removed from everyday life, even where they involve issues of 
'high' politics. In all cases more people see national than see indivi
dua~ benefits from Community membership. Finally, for eight of the coun
tries (excluding Germany}: far more people are prepared to give some com
petences to a European government (and, therefore, by implication to 
r.upport the notion of r.uch o government) th.o.n seem preparqd to support. the 
institutional means which might help bring this about. In the original 
member countries at least the very notion of Europe itself has a legiti
mising effect which the institutions have not so far exploited. 
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The nature of these conclusions is important for the course of 
European integration. Government within Community countries rests on 
consent and the creation of any kind of political union would be quite 
impoSsible to visualise v1ithout a substantial degree of public support. 
One could even argue that given the present policies and attitudes of 
member governments, positive public demands will be necessary if further 
progress is to be achieved. It may be significant that there is at the 
moment a clear congruence between the ministerial predilection for an 
inter-governmental approach and the evident public support for trans
ferring to a European authority certain kinds of tasks rather than 
others. The diagram on page 20* represents one attempt to theorise a!"Jout 
the possibilities of institutional change in Europe through looking at 
the nature of the decisions which require to be taken. 

The argument is t.hnt v1here decisions to be taken at European level 
primarily affect governments, institutional demands can be satisfied 
through inter-ministerial meetings in the Council context with .the 
existing national parliaments applying any necessary legitimation where 
decisions involve a degree of coercion. To take some examples, talks with 
super-po,..;ers, aid for developing countries and scientific research are 
questions which in the first instance primarily affect governments. The 
second and third may have certain tax consequences, implying a degree of 
coercion and necessitating parliamentary involvement. However, these are 
questions which can be dealt with through this tier of institutions. 
Where decisions at European level affect pressure groups, there must be 
scope for lobby activity. This is catered for by some of the specifically 
Community institutions, above all the Commission. On the diagram the 
common agricultural policy falls around the area marked with a star. Moving 
to the point where European decisions directly affect individuals in 
spheres such as taxation and social policies, there will be demands for 
representative institutions which could only be accommodated through some 
kind of federal executive and federal legislature, the latter being particu
larly important where some degree of coercion is involved. 

~fuilst much of this may seem pure political theory, it does help to 
clarify the issues involved and, therefore, to answer some of the questions 
posed earlier. The nature of the institutions should be determined by 
reference to the tasks they are required to fulfilL A theoretical frame
work is available for testing the institutional impact of different kinds 
of tasks, whilst the rel.ati ve capacity of the existing institutions for 
such work can also be assessed. Before finally attempting any kind of 
blueprint for ins·titutional reform, it is necessary to examine the scope of 
the future community. 

* Presented to the Study Group in a paper by M. Steed. 
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Tasks and Strategies 

No single territorial unit is optimally equipped to carry out all 
government functions. The nation state is an artificiality, characterised 
only theoretically by rational, geographical boundaries and ethnic, reli
gious or linguistic peculiarities of its people. For some tasks the 
nation state may be the optimum size, but for many it will be too large 
or .too small. Similar objections may be made against any European super
state and there is certainly no logic in the present configuration of 
the Community, but the central argument for inteqration is that the nation 
states are individually confronted with a number of important tasks >~hich can 
be very much more effectively accomplished if they work together through 
·joint institutions. This argument is sometimes modified by the suggestion 
that the appropriate method of dealing with such problems may not always be 
through .the Community unit. However, from a practical point of view there 
nre.many advantages in limiting the number of cent~es at which government 
type decisions are being taken. The establishment of a range of different 
Communities for different purposes would create insuperable administrative 
difficulties which might ultimately outweigh the gains in task fulfillment. 

In the future the European Community should fulfil! those tasks for 
which it is nearer to the optimum unit than to the nation states or where 
there is a clear utility gain from mutual cooperation. It must be in the 
national interest for states to opt for a European level approach to 
those problems with which they are themselves too small to deal success
fully. The tasks or problems fall into two broad categories. One is 
external, concerned with the position of Europe and its component states in 
the international system and with their relations with countries in the rest 
of the world. The other is internal, involving the social and economic 
well-being of European citizens. 

In t.hu uxt.:.crulll ficlc..l, it ia difficult to think of any purely nrlt.tonD.l 
·interests for European states. The major problems confronting them revolve 

around four· inter-related issues - the East-West politico-ideological con
flict; the North-South economic disparity and the politics of development; 
the sc-cur.i ty of F.upply of raw rnatP.rinls; and the international tlOnetary 
and financial system. No long term gains can accrue from attempts by any 
individuill European state to deal with these problems on a unilateral basis. 
One illustration lies in rel.otions >Jith oil producers. Confronted by un 
oligopoly of suppliers, European countries may seem to gain by competing 
wl t.h ono :\noth,~r t:o t;ecurc vn.r:i.oun qnnnti tic£ of oil nt apparently favourable 
prices. In the long run, though, such actions increase the bargaininy (or 
blackmailing) pm1er of the relatively united producers and help to increase 
prices, in real if not monetary terms. Competition in the sphere of economic 
development·is likely to be equally costly, whilst the political tensions 
engendered may offset the intended stabilising effects of the assistance. 
In the international monetary sphere individual European countries do not 

·have the capacity to exercise any control over the periodic bouts of 
currency speculation which may have serious internal economic effects. The 
East-Nest problem involves the defence sphere >There there is some disparity 
of policy bet.~ecn Community members 1 seven of whom are linked in a 
security pact >lith the USA. In fact there is no disparity of defence 

' 
r 
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interest which is virtually identical for all countries in Western Europe 
and not totally identic_al with that of the USA. Europe needs some form of 
guarantee against further advance by the Soviet Union, whilst running the 
absolutely minimal risk of nuclear conflict. Different policy ripostes do 
not affect the fundamental identity of interest, but they do limit the 

. possibilities of securing that interest. Any major security initiative on 
the part of the USA or the USSR (or both together) will affect Europea~ 
countries similarly, necessitating a collective response. ~fuilst a wider 
Co~~unity membership might be desirable for these purposes, lack of it 
should not inhibit attempts to promote a common policy. 

In the internal sphere there is no obvious demarcation in practice bet
w·een those tasks best hanqled by national governments and those \tlhich might 
become the preserve of a European authority. Over-zealous worship of the 
economics. of scale argument may be partly responsible for contemporary prob
lems ·of alienation: other things being equal' there is some advantage in 
using relatively small governmental units where possible, but this is not 
always the practice within nation states. The appropriate size of a govern
ment unit in a particular policy area ought to be governed by reference to 
the inputs into, and outputs from, the decision making process which go 
beyond the goegraphic competence of that unit. Thus local authorities 
usually only have very limited responsibilities for major transport routes 
which pass through their geographic territory, but they may legitimately 
e>:pect full pm<ers over their parks, museums and libraries. Policy areas 
subst.:tntially influenc<::d by, ,or substuntially affecting, other nation states 
are best tackled at a supra-national or international level. A dividing 
line may rest between the socio-cultural and socio-economic spheres. Educa
tion, cultural services, housing, "'elf are policies should continue to be 
dealt with by the nation states, although not always at the sole level of 
central government. Economic planning, investment, monetary .policy, energy 
problems "ill be more appropriately dealt with at European level. Trans
port, environment and pollution ove!lap the two categories and some division 
and coordination would be necessary . 

The Community already has some competences in those fields marketl out 
for European endeavour, but there has usually been little progress.. The 
first stage of the move towards the Economic Union intended by the EEC 
Treaty lay in the creation of a Common Narket for goods and services. Most 
of the work of the Community institutions-to date has been airned at securing 
that Common Market through an equalising of the conditions of competition. 
Policies relating to persons and factors of production have tended to be con
sequential and secondary, rather than important goals in their mm right. 
'rhe result has been the obsession with uniformiSation and harmonisation '·Jhich 
has often taken the community into areas Hhich ought to be the preserve of 
the individual states. There is a need to switch priorities; to accept 
that the Common Market has been established and to seek to complement, rather 
than to bolster, it through the emergence of joint policies in these new 
areas. 

Transfer of competences on this scale to European authorities seems .most 
likely to come about in one of two different ways, or more likely through a 

-------------.----~ .. ----··-···---------·-----,-------.. --____ , ---. -----------·---~--~. -· ---. ~· 
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mixture of both. The 'incremental' approach to integration almost reverts 
back to 'spill over' ,in anticipating that the creation of European policies 
will continuously engender demands for an increasing number of tasks to be 
taken over by the central institutions. In this way the corununity might 
acquire responsibility for many more tasks in the internal sector, but one 
major problem is that this may result in the new sectors being treated as 
consequential rather than primary with the difficulties already discussed. 
'Incrementalism' posits that \1hilst the pace of integration may vary, the 
direction will not, and that in due course joint economic and social policies 
could beget a political union. The 'external' approach in contrast asserts 
the qualitative difference bctwP-en common regulations and a politically 
united Europe which can never be bridged by any amount of incrementalism. 
According to this approach, Europe's governments are required from time to 
time to make extraneous .decisions - possibly under the influence of some 
outside threat, possibly pndcr pressure from federalist groups - ;1hich change 
the "{hale scope of integration. Such decisions will be needed before the 
point of economic union ~d again prior to any real political union. 

It can, of course, be argued that the decision to create machinery for 
political cooperation represents one such extraneous decision by the govern
ments, although the exact impact this >~ill have on integration is as yet 
unclear& The very notion of the 'external federator• seems less intellec
tually respectable since the development of the most recent threat to Europe, 
that by the Arab oil suppliers, and the instinctive, totally non-communautaire 
response of the member governments. There is al\'Tays a search for a 'deus 
ex machina', institutionally to keep the Community >~orking and functionally 
to·ensure the continuation of the integration process. One possibility lies 
in the development of the Community budget*. 

At present the total Community budget is equal to only 0.6% of the com
bined gross national products of the nine member states, with a target of no 
more than l% by 1976. This compares with national budgets equal to about 
30% of GNP and is hopelessly inadequate if the Community is going to play a 
serious· role in economic management or if it is intended to pursue an effec
tive social and economic regional policy. ~~ilst the member states would 
hardly contemplate at this stage a European budget on the same relative 
scale as their own, they might consider one >~hich gave the Community the same 
kind of spending power as, say, the governments of France, Germany or Britain. 
such a budget 'muld be equal to about 10%. of combined GNPs and might not be 
unreasonable if the Community were taking over much of the conduct of foreign 
policy, including the entire cost of overseas aid, as well as the internal 
European tasks indicated. Reverting to the theoretical model of the last 
section, a budget on this scale would imply substantial Community taxation -
possibly a value added tax of 15% as against the currently intended naximum of 
l% - \<hich could only be legitimised through a federal legislature. Equally 
such sums of money could only really be handled by a federal executive. 

• The·. section on the notion of a Community budget is drawn from a paper 
given to the Study Group by John Pinder 
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A Ne>~ Institutional Structure, 

The nature of the tasks which it is suggested should be transferred to 
a central European authority implies the ultimate emergence of a Federal 
Executive and Federal Legislature. Even if this cannot be achieved in the 
short run, any sound strategy for reform must keep the ultimate goal in 

\ mind. 'l'he present institutional structure is not ideally ,,,equiPPed to 
fulfill the tasks discussed. Neither the Commission nor the Council as 
presently constituted looks like the precursor of a Federal Executive whilst 
the European Parliament has none of the necessary powers and attributes of 
a Federal Legislature. The collahoration/conflict between Council and 
Commission which has been the catalyst for the emergence of common policies 
cannot offer a satisfactory basis for a European Union >rhich will be tal<:ing 
over many of the 'high' politics competences from the nation states. In 
the past,. 'Europeans' have been consistently tempted by the vision of the 
Commi~sion becoming a nascent Federal Executive whilst the Council >rithers 
into a kind of Senate. Such a vision runs palpably counter to present 
trends, but there are more fundamental objections. 

Whilst the Commission has continuously asserted its o>rn political 
nature, its appointment and composition ensure that it resembles very much 
more a group of civil servants, albeit both technically brilliant and politi
cally skilled. 'l'he power of federal execution•'in areas of high politics or VI 

everyday economic life could not be handed over to such a group in a demo
cratically constituted Europe~ In addition a Commission made up, as at 
present, of nominees selected apparently randomly through nine different 
national ma.chiner.ies can never. he sufficiently coherent politically to give 
the Community the necessary overall direction from its continuing position 
of ultimate dependence on the Council. The only evolution which could lead 
to the Commission taking this role would be through Parliament acquiring the 
right to appoint as well as dismiss, so that national balance and control 

·would disappear and the nascent executive would have political homogeneity 
and the power base of majority support in the nascent legislature. Such a 
pattern might look almost the ideal blueprint for a perfect world, but it is 
not going to happen in a Europe of which the nation states will remain a 
powerful element. There is no· conceivable evolution which could bring about 
this kind of institutional pattern. 

The second broad alternative arises out of Model B discussed earlier, and 
visualises the Council becoming the major driving force of the Community and 
ul tim.'l tCJly tho nn:Jccn t l;'(.::Ucrll.l Exccuti vo. It cnn, of course, be immediately 
objected that the Council will be as little politically coherent as the 
Commission, but this will be compensated by their direct representation of 
the major political power within Europe - the nation states. Since, in any 
event, agreement in the Council is always necessary for progress, this kind of 
strategy is more clearly founded on realities. It also suggests a short term 
tactical programme for reform, because at present constituted the Council 
framework and machinec-would be palpably inadequate as a basis for a Federal 
Executive. In the first place some kind of majority voting will be essential, 
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simply as an administrative speed to decision taking. Secondly, the 
Council itself needs to. acquire a greater collegiality on the basis of v/hich 
a modified doctrine of collective responsibility might ultimately emerge. 
'l'his necessitates some kind of permanent, politically high level mernbership. 
The most obvious solution would be European Ministers who would in a sense 
be a political magnification of the present Permanent Representatives. 
Thirdly, the Council would have to establish means of delegating far more 
work to lower levels. This introduces the question of the future of 
Coreper and its relations with both the Commission and the Council 
Secretariat. 

The evolution of both Coreper a~d the Council Secretariat have been pro
fo\uHl.ly i.nfluenC<!d by the Commission insist(_once that it ls an independent 
political body. As a result the. tHO newer organs undertake much which shoulc 
logically be the preserve of the Commission. The logical task for Core per is 
to make decisions on minor or technical matters, to hold initial discussions 
on all other questions and to act as the linkage point with the national poli
tical processes. The logical task of the Commission is to draft proposals for 
common policies, to facilitate agreement within the Council through brokerage, 
to act as a Secretariat to the Council and to supervise. the execution ·of 
policies. The Council Secretariat should be abolished. The Commission should 
work through and with Coreper in early stages of policy making, so that its 
proposals are not totally independent. 

~he objection to this kind of structure is that the Council/Federal Execu
tive might be unable to establish an overall direction for its activities. The 
present drive given by the Commission might disappear in this nett~ configuration. 
The solution lies in the tenth seat approach. The Commission itself should be
come a member of the Federal Executive as permanent Chairman or President, 
placing it in the ideal position for brokerage. Just as the national Ministers 
would have a formal political responsibility to the national Parliaments, the 
ne>~ Cormnunity President or Commission would have the same responsibility to 
the European Parliament. Whilst the Commission might still consist of thirteen 
individuals nominated by their governments, their position would require rati
fication by the European Parliament. In order to give some overall legitimation 
t:o the <.:o1runuuity, Parliament must be directly elected and must huvc full pov1cr.s 

over the budget together with at least the right to vote or not vote en bloc for 
any legislation emerging from the Executive. These would be powerful Heapons of 
parliamentary control, but their exercise-should not slow down intolerably the 
normal working of the Community. 

1\ tlit.uJrrun sott:.irHJ out tl1c major features of the proposed institutional 
arrangements is given below as Model c. It offers the Conununity a coherent in
stitutional pattern which could be the basis for a gradual movement towards a 
European Federal Union. If this were adopted as the final goal, it could 
obviously not be attained overnight, but a short term tactical programme of re
forms "'ould suggest itself: -
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l. The Council to evolve· administratively clearer methods of 
decision taking through an effective system of delegation and 
some voting, although lip service to unanimity could for the 
moment still be paid. 

2. All member states to appoint high level Ministers-for Europe who 
would be based normally in Brussels. 

3. The Council Secretariat should be abolished and its powers given 
to the Commission. 

4. The Corrunission and Coreper should begin to work together in the -
formulation of proposals being drafted for the Council. 

5. Parliament should be directly elected. 

6. Parliament should be given the power to vote the budget and .to 
approve the composition of the Council • 
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par Robert TOULE:t·lCt·;. 

\,-, 

Les propositions present22S a la fin du rapport (mod€le C) 'C~HL:-:1?-;i.t·~JC:,l 

une tentative intelligence de compromis entre l'approche r:edi2ra'.._e 

et l'appn;cht.:: inu::rguuvertlC!n:L·.(Jtalc:. ~·bi.s, sans <.loute. pare'.::! qu'c::1les 

f
refl0tcnt le rGsultat d'une r~union ciC.ja ancienr.e, elles 

pas compte de la nature et de la gravice de la cr~se que 

les Cornmunaut2s. 

no:; tl en~.:::n l 

traversen: 

Les trait6s de RONE one 2ce c§1abor2s apres l'abandon de la C.E:.J. c-_;:_. 

de la Corrununaut8 Politique. Ils 8taie.nt le r2sultat d 1 une reL:.ncc ~· ., 

l'intE!gration europeenne sur le terr.:1in de l'€.co!1_onie, a~res iE1 ~c:·,~·-"-

sut le terrain politique. Le succ.es du Harc~e Co'!'!T.!.un., la pe:cs:::.st.2.:--:,::e 

de la querella institutionnelle, l'sdh8sion d'~tac3 peu ci~sireu~ ce 

~-~' ('11? . ."\f'.'"'T" 

maintenir 1' int2grat.ion sur le terraln e.conomioue. Le re.ius d-.;::s .2~.:.:.-c-
--,---

tions dire.ctes .s.u Pa.::-le~.enc europfen, l'&bandon de la rE:gle u:dju·L:t.:,, 

dans le Conseil_ O"i.i.t acheve cie "depolitiser 11 les co~am~;nauc2s e:. Ce. lc;s 

§loigner de· l' opinion publique. 

I Cependant, s'est d€veloQp~e une illusion suivant laquelle la 
·~-~---------.. --------·------ -------·------... -• ..... ------- .... ----· -----. ·- ·- ·- .. - . ·---

I 

I 
\ 

tion progress1ve . ' a u!!e urnon 2conomique. e'!. :nonetaire europ<ienne :>uv...-::..-·· 
·- --·-.. -·---·-·· -·-·-·--·-~-.. ----·--·---~·------· .. ·-----·-··· ·--- ----··· --·------- '"-···-

rait, la voie ~l unl' union politique ult2rieurc. ··-·---·-------.----·--·-· .... _____ ,, ____ ... ______________ ·--·-···-.... ~ 

ava1cnc ct2t!:e ill0sion. La mani~re dont l0s go~v2:· 

n.cments ont rC.:-!g;i .:L~v.-:ir:t 1.:1· cr1.se du pr2trole et la p<::ralysie qu:;. en 
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faute d~une relancc sur le terrain politiq• 
._. ; .. :.~-' "{.:-

non seulemc.nt les dd~.~unaut2s ne feront plus de progres, mais encore 

les acquis communautaires seront dissip§s les.uns apres les autres. 

L'union douaniere elle-m2me est menacee de disparition par le Jeu des 

mesures de sauvegarde et des retorsions. 

Done la reflexion institutionnelle doit porter par priorit£ sur le 

domaine pol~_tiQue. Comment cri2er entre les Etats une structure de ....,----=------------·- ~-==:.::;;:"~===s-.:. 

commun et d'action solidaire, comment mener cette action de mnni€re 

efficace et en preservant, au mains pendant une periode transitoire, 

Dans ce domaine, bien des suggestions peuvent 8cre presentees. En ce. 

qu'un 2ra:nd 
. -~--

dEbat~ cond~it avec les r:oyens . 

de com:nunication mocierne, dsvrait pr§.c§.de~ et pr§.pare!" la relance. 

---------------- -----------La radio et la t~l~vision, utilis§.~s avec·imaglnation, p~r~ettent des 

.§changes simultanes d 1 opinion auxa_uels un grand nomDre d' indivicit.:s 

et d'orgnnisations P?urraienc 8tre appel§.s ~ participer, sous les 

formes les plus diverses : depuis les face a face tf§l§.vis§.s a l 'usage 

du public de l'Eurovision, jusqu'aux'Tnultiplelt'' prives permettant a 

des personnes r§.unies en de nombreux poinr:s diff§.rer..ts du ter!'itoire 
• 

cornmunautaire d'Ecl-~anger leurs ici§.es. Il est consternanc qu'un plus 

grand effort n'ait ?.:J.S Jt2 encrepr-ls ·pour metcre les ·moyens mocie.r!.i..E:S 

de cornmunication au service de l'union europeenne. 

Organis§ par les gauvernemencs, le d~bat devrait gcre ouverc ~ touces 

les forces politiques, §cono~iques, sociales e: culturelles existant 

dans les pays de la Cournunaute. On ne chercherait p-as c. 2viter clans 

. . . I .. 
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ce grand debat le~ ~u~ecs qui presentement divisent les Europeens : 

rOle du profit, pl:1~e des travailleurs, relations avec les Etats-Unis, -.=::..;,....:..: _____________________ _ 

d€£ense de l'Europe, d2sarmement et securit2 collective, politique 
~-----·------------~ 

..,___. ___ . _____ _ ---- ·-

Ctr3ng8re de l'Europc ... Mais c_e_ dC:b~t --~-~r-~_it organise de rr:.:lniiZ:rc 3. 

mcttrc en 6vidcnce le fait que l'opinion de chaque pays est divis€e 

sur chacune de ces ques~~~o_::_~-~-- alors que leurs interets sont co:nmuns. 
------------------·------- .. ---· 

Ainsi, peu a peu la nqtion .. d_'uiJ._ arbirr_~ge politique au niveau europCen 
.. "' ~------ ·-·--

deviendrait acceptable pour les Oplnlons publiques nationales. 

I.cs Parle:mcnts n.:~.t.:ionaux l~t le Parlcmcnt europ6cn seiaicnt l.e. point 
--..::::··------- ---

d'aboutissement de tres nombreuses discussions engagEes simultanement 

sur tous les niveaux possibles. L'§lection directe du Parlernent pour~a: 

( 

e·rre d6c1 d§e au moment oi} les opinions publiques cor:rrnence.raient 

sensibilisees. 

a 2 t re: 

H:.1-is le! Parlcmc:nt ne :::e:r.:.ti.t p.-:1~~ ijlu pour, se pr.onnnccr sur la _compositit 

de la biere ou sur les pistolets de scellement. Son manda-c serait de 

p1:cndrc conna1ssnt1CC des r~suitucs du gr~n~ d6b~t et de. ore-
~--

parer une charte d'union en accord et en collaboratic·~: .:.vec 1es .?.:::.rLe-

rnents de chacun des Ecar.s membres ou avec une assembl.§.e d€sign§e par 

eux. Le projet ainsi ~labord serait ensuite sournis ~ une Conf&rence au 

Sommet des Chefs d I Et~t et a un _;!!E:rendum popula.ire organise lQ mec.e 

jour: d.1n~:; tou::c•. l 'F11rnp(·. f.r:~ p:1y;~ oii la m.tjor.itC anrai.t approuvc- l.c ... ,... _________ _ 
projet devicnciraienc alors mernbres de' l'Union. 

Ce processus, s'il etait engage en 1974-i975, pourralt condulre a 

l'€le~tion directe du Parlement europ€en en 1977-1978 et au r~f§rendum 

europ£en en 1980. Ce calendrier 's0rait en d€finitive assez proche de 

celui envisage lors du Somn:et de Paris d 'octobre 1972 (Union Europeenr:• 

en 1980). 

... / ... 
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Dans l'intervallei~_,. .. L~: .. in~_egration -e-co·n)J_mique ne serait certes pas 

abaudonn&e. ~1ais on dannerait la priorit~ i. la preservation de l'acqui~ 

et Z1 d{:_.~; r~:tli.:.;:J.l.:.i.on~; propr.C::; :1 intGre:sse:r l'o12inion Qubliquc : 

politique soci..:tle (indemnisation communautaire du chOmage), politique 

r6gionalc, politique d'enviror.nement, politique d'information (creatio! 

d'uri systeme europeen de radio et de television 8mettant dans les 

diff€rentes langues, en liaison 8troite avec les r8seaux existants). 

Hais on renoncerait a etablir une un1.on mon€taire comportant des taux. ------------------ ------------------------------ ---------
de change fixes avant qu 1 un budg_e:l_.f.~g.-~_[§.L_s_i_gnifi.ca.t.if__,p_E;_J;"!]l~_tJ:~-~-... ~e -... -...... _____________________ ... --·--··--
resorber les d6sBquilibres entre les _E.t_ats mernbres ... ~_t;-.:.S.IJ.J:r~--J.~~-_!_~gion' 

.. ___ ·------·-.. --------·----··-----
de la Communaute. Ainsi 1'union politique rendrait possible l'union 
.. ,.:::--~------

economique et rno.ne tai re, au lieu que ce soi t l' inverse comme. on 1' i:na-

ginait jusqu'a ces derniers mo1s. 

On peut juger ce schema nal.f relevant du 11wishful thinking". Xais il 

est encore plus nalf d'imaginer sortir les Communaut2s de la caladie 

de langueur qui, plus redoutable peut-~tre ~u'une cr~se viole~ce, est 

en train de les 2touffer, par des arnEnagements instit· ... :.onnel.s qui 

ne changen t pas iondamenca lement le c limat pol i tique de 1.' Europe. 

L'autr.e voie, h6.las, L.1 pLus probable, est ce.lle du renoncement. Elle·· 

conduit nos pays a un lent mais inevitable d€clin, pas n8cessair.e.merit 

malheureux, mais indigne du passe de ·1 'Europe. 

00 000 ~~ 000 00 
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' Specific Problems of the Federal Republic of Germany 

and their impact on Europe 

Paper for the meeting of the TEPSA.' 

juna 14th - 15th, 1974 

'i ... 

Compiled on iNitiative of a study group 

Rapporteur for the BildJ ngswark Europaischa Poli tik: · W. Wassals 

( ~) ~s· ttrac p.rou.lam• o.f giv·ing.o a. balan.cau;,. comp;r.Isi'ng. and. s.at:irs,fa:ctnr.y; 

presentation of the "specific problems of a country" cannot;ba.~sol\led 

in so short a time, I shall only outline a sample of the mE)jo:r 

problems of the Fad. Rap. of Ger;;;any. (FRG), arranged under· four: hr.oad, . 

questions, and indicate their impact on Community policy as wall as 

possible aolution~·within the community. 

Though it is true, and this may be regarded as an essential thesis,· 

that still each of the three parties broadly shares and articulates 

the conviction that Western Europe has a future only as aCommunity, 

that the Common Market only is able to maintain general prosperity, 

and that crucial problems in the field of economy, finance and 

foreign policy can only be.~olvad within the Community (the recant 

debate on Europe, ·in the West German parliament, 91st session, 

march 25th 1974, imprassingly documented the existence of that 

oro-European attitude in all parties), there is, on the other hand,·· 

a growing feeling of disappointment because of t~e unability of tha 

·Community Insti tutiors '.to take the necessary decisions. This is the 

reason, too, why politicians and the public opinion-in spite of 

objective necessity - often pass over the Community, when, dis-

cuss·ing .. prob:lems'.. · ... -·• 

I. Economical. and Social Problems 

(2) Since the recession of 1957, the danger of inflation has turned out 

to be the prominent topic, in political dispute, of the five ''magiri" 

aims of economic policy (full employment, stability of price level, 

economic growth, balance of payment and justice of distribution). 

The ,FRG.of Germany has not.succeeded 1n·raalising the intended 

stability of price level. This development has its origin·not ex-
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elusively in the fact that there is a worldwide and european inter

dependance of Germen,.trade and industry ("imported inflation"). 

It have been rather-internal factors (budget deficits.of all· 

levels of governement,wage-price-spiral) that have kept up, and 

intensified, inflation. In spite of thts fact, the international 

economic system and the European interdependence "·especially, 

are readily taken - and not without any reason - as the .!~scape,-:goat" 

of inflation in political discussion. Thus the image of the Com

munity has chang~d:. Whereas the Community, without any restriction, 

had been advocat.ed for economic reasons·, as a guarant.ee of growth· 

. and. fuil emp·l:ovmen•t: in' the 50ies .. and''68tes:, it newadays risks"-

... " un?:r ~reference to ~igher inf~ation_ra~es_ anr:I~nfl_c~tionary 

policy of s•ome of its member countries - to be regarded' as a 

"Community of inflation". It is undar that perspective, then, that 

many Community projects are judged - e. g. agricultural policy, regio

nal fund, monetary funds. 

The Community could play an important role in fighting some of the 

causes of inflation if it only h~d a common finance and demand 

management policy to restrain.inflation. Butthere are only small 

chances for an effective realisation of this possibility, considering 

the different aims of economic and social policies and the different 

instruments at work, differences, altogether which are even emphasized 

by the decision-making-m~chanisms at Brussels. 

(3) The problem of inflation had been aggravated by effects on the price 

level resulting from the energy crisis which, at the.same time, had 

reduced tha growth of tha gross national product. (Fo;r- 1974 the 

growth rate of the German gross national products is expected to 

be 1 - 2: %, ) Those that, of the star:.t. of the criais.,. had. hoped. 

for a common action of the EC (Brandt •s· ir.ritiative at the Copen~ 

hagenerSummit had been i~s clearest manifestation) had been so deeply 

disappointed that for the moment, the Community with its Council of 

Ministers, unable to take decisions, is considered to be in no way 

competsnt to solve the German problem of energy supply, though the 

principal energy situation in the Fad. Rep. shows problems (high 

dependence on imports, relatively few or any national energy ressources) 

which show a mrire !_similarity to those of countries· within the 

Community rather than to thos~ a·utside the EC (Bo g. USA)o In spite 

of the relatively identical ~ituation, the EC is not likely to take 
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common steps which go beyond the general aims - safest energy 

supply at the lowest price - , as differences in energy policies 

in particular and in economic and foreign policies in general 

cannot be overcome •. 

(4) In spite of the increased expens~ on energy and natural reso~rces, 

the trade surplus of the FRG is stil;l :too: high.: to :restrain 

inflation. Though the structure of west German exports is more 

balanced,· as for the choice of products as well as for the variety. 

of countries they are exported. to:, than the i::orrespondimg: E>truc.

ture.s:c o:t''· o:th•er mam'!Js·r: countries·,.·. tt:l:e. FRu•:new.ertf-ferless;;-;~),·: 

deeply affected byimport restrictions of other member countries. 

Because of the importance of fore·ign trad.a -:·which amounts,. to. 22 %. 

of the gross national product - the FRG.is highly sus·capt::i:bJ:.e .. ' 

to the world market or to tendencies of self-sufficient protectionism. 

The Fed. Rep., therefore, expects the EC to do defend or to enlarge 

the customs union and the world-wide liberalisation. 

(5) The problem of foreign workers li2s heavily on the internal social 

structure (costs of education, conurbations, criminality, social 

projudiceE> etc.) and mdst of it has been realised in the last few 

years only, beside the advantages of emplo9ing foreign workers. 

There has been, till. now, no analysis of costs .. and benefits, 

but it may be taken as granted that the Community could facili-

tate the decentralisation of conurbations - and thus tackle the pro

blem of foreign workers at its very basis - by a ~acentralised regional 

and an effective Medi terrenean policy. There are underdevel.opad· re:gions 

all over the FRG, but their problems - even on the east.-German border 

or in the Bavarian forest - cannot be compared with the correspon-

ding p:r:ab.lems: of some of the. member co.un.tries .• 

(6) There mu~t be mention8d among the important reforms,the actual 

coalition government is aiming at, a draft of balanced self-deter

mination (parit§tische Mitbestimmung) in the board of trustees of 

middle-sized and larger enterprises. The intensive and controversial 

discussions about these questions include, too, the side effects on 

the position of the FRG in the EC. Opponents of the ''parit~tische 

Hitbestimmung" for instance, emphasize the.fact that German and 

foreign capitals in Germany might eventually be disadvantaged-

- 4 -
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compared to possibilities of investing in other member countrieS of 

the EC - an argument which leads some of the advocates of social 

reforms to refuse tha Community being •a, brake to social innovations•. · 

·, Liberal advocates of sal f -determination try to remove these objections 

and look at self-determination as an in.strument to integrate the 

working pripulation into the decision making process to a larger ex

tent and to give them more responsibility. Thus the FRG would still 

remain the country with the less social disturbances. But these are 

only subsidiary arguments in the main stream of the discussion. 

Th·ere is• th•e f"en:t, howsver·, that a·e'If' determination, whether· ad-.. 

voceted or not, creates new barriers to the harmonisation of the 

economic structure of the Community. ThesH: could. only be. remove.d·

so to say from below - by harmonisi:1g the social policies of tile 

concerned social groups of the indiuidual member countries, and not 

by decision of the Council. The growing discussion about the German 

model of "mitbestimmung" seems to indicate a develop~ent in that 

direction. 

(7) The discussion about environmental problems has been pushed by the 

energy crisis to the background of political dispute. That is why 

the Community could and should emphasize action, now that the poli

tical discussion has reach.ed a low point and realize far rea'ching 

plans of its environmental program. Till now however it has not become 

quite clear if diffeiences of social and economic priorities in the 

member countries weaken or even totally obstruct common. enuironmental 

norms or concrete common projections~ 

II •. Problems in the Foreign .Policv of the FRG 

(8) The FRG has enlarged its diplomatic possibilities bv the "ostpolitik'' 

as part of the worldwide detention and by its economic power. It 

has got rid of a historical ''burden'' and develops into a nor~el west

European power as it is also unde~stood by its citizens. After having 

renounced at the all-German restauration, three principal options are 

open to the foreign policy of the FRG: 

- The all-European ootion has the FRG functioning as a "bridge'' 

between eastern anO western Europe. This necessitates, on the 

long, that- the FRG has to leave rJato .. It also implies a we-akening 
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of its membership in the Community and a turning to the concept 
of a Europe as 

bemarked by a 
''a system of collective security 11 , which would 

Finlondisation. 

The atlantic option has the FRG realizing its interests mainly 

bilaterally with the USA or eventuany multilaterally ·with other 

countries in Western Europe which have an atlantic orientation. 

The Community would be dissolved into a "Europe a la carte", which 

is characterised by different and changing forms of cooperation 

without solidarity. The FRG, in the long run, would be tied then 

to,_ a. su.p,ar-p-.::J.we-r.- which·- haS: g_lo:ba.l: an·d:/or,·'i-S.fila-triona_l, f,nt~e.r,B:S,t.s:;.-, 

- The wast-Europaan option has the interests of the FRG embedded 

into an integrated Community whi.th de.~;elops an independent. po.s.i.-, 
tion in COoperation Lui th the US;:,. 

There are no doubts -·and the mentioned debate on Europe in. tile 

German ''Bundestag" has shown it recently - that principally all 

political parties are ready toair;1 at a common foreign policy of 

the Community - in the sense of the "political union until 1980 11 • 

Reasons for this option are: 

Foreign policy of the FRG. actually is decisively influenced by 

economic problems as wall. as by the distribution of economic and 

monetary power within the international system. Considering the 

international economic interdependence_ of' the FHG,. it. is onlv, ~'1 

common Europcmn actions (8. g. within GATT, IHF, Unctad or at the 

conferences on energy ~nd natural ressbu~ces) tha~.long. term- inte

rests can be effectively represented against the USA, Japan, thff 

countries of eastern Europe and the suppliers of raw material as 

we.lL as. t.ha multinational compan~e-s."!-~·, The tendency totuards a 

politically determined division o.f labour betws:en .reg·ions. and' 

states in ~he world - in contrast to an international divis~on of 

labour based on liberal principles - can be stopped or influenced 

by common action only. 

- Its position and the degree of its intsgration as well as the basic 

politicai values create conditions of action which go beyond the 

economic problems of the FRG and which necessitate a close coope

ration in western Europe; 

- There can only be a balanced German "Ostpolitik'' if the west

Europenn i.nte.gra·tion is· strengthBned ... 
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Plans concerning the whole of Europe can be realized success

fully only if there is cooperation and coordination among the 

nine member countries and if they act' according to their basic 

values (liberal and representative democracy, etc.). 

- Relations between the USA and the ~RG, which for the latter still 

play a dominant role under the aspect of security policy, can 

develop to mutual advantage only if the countries of western 

Europe, in common or coordinated, are able to open a discussion 

with the US.'I. 

foreign policy in the f"ledi terrenean or in the f"liddle East or 

concerning a worldwide environi"Jsntal po1ic.y .. 

(10~ Thus the developmeMt of the Community plays a decisive role in the 

long term orientation of the foreign policy of the FRG. It is only 

a progressive cooperation among the countries of western Europe that. 

can prevent the FRG from looking for a bilateral or multilateral 

alternative to the west-European integration - an alternative which 

objectively would be less favorable but which would be the only one 

to be realized. 

III. Pr.oblems of the Political System 

(11) After the close of the first phase of the •Ostpolitik" and its 

''approval'' by the public in the federal elections in 1972, the division 

into two camps on account of the foreign and German policy haS'· been. · · 

largely overcome. The rapid increase of inflation and the slowing 

down of growth have intensified the struggle for distribution among 

the groups nf soci.e.t"y·, wh:ich· has, b-e,en ev~argroud·n-g sinc-e~· t.he,, er.Jd~ of 

the·6Dies and have placed it into the centre of political dis

cussion. The state of social and political balance, which has added 

decisively to the political and economic stabil~~y of the FRG since 

the early 5Dics, is threatened in its economic conditions. The prin

cipal consimsus on thG mechanisms of economic and political distri

bution and decision-making (''soziale Marktwirts~haft'', parliamentary 

democracy, pluralism of the groups of society, autonomy of the trade 

union and employersft) is questioned~ Thus political·decision have 

the character of crisis management wbich is fully occupied in racon-

- 7 -
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ciling the econor:Jic and political demands of dj_fferent groups of 

society and neglects long term perspectives -:··also in the field of 

European policy~ or judges them primarily under the· aspect of 

immediate effects on interest groups or on principal sectors of 

the constituency in the FRG. 

(12) The process of questioning the social and political consensus can .be 

recognized quite clearly in the political and social groups: 

The situation inside the SPD _is an apparent sign of· this dev.elop

ment:. In: the: Godesb.erg, Prograrrr of 1:9:61' the: party had. f'in:a11.y come:. 

to approve the mentioned consensus. The actual discussion about 

this very prog:c-am in the left wing of the SPD signals. an increa,

si~g critical attitude towards constituent elemonts~·of the po~i~ 

tical system. More and more the SPD gets involved _into a quarrel 

between an increasing influence on all party levels exercised by 

youth sections on the left wing, and the struggle for the political 

centre of the constituency• The loss of confidence shown in the 

last provincial elections and W. Brandt's weakening integrative 

power have brought this conflict to a point. Wether Schmidt, after 

a period of consolidation, is able to reconcile the contrasts 

within the party, is still a matter of speculations. 

The CDU is in no need to fight such hard programmatical and ideb- · 

logical differences. Its internal contrasts between a stronger 

conservative wing and a party of the political centre disappears 

behind its role as parliamentary opposition. In addition the 

continuing discussion about whom the party should present as 
leader for the 1976 elections may lead to instability and to th~ 

unability to give cl9ar alt~rnatives. 

tlla.-'FDP·, fo.r t:h'R_ moment .. , Si:lDUJs- th.e la-r.ge·s.t·: intu:rnal C:OfTS'EHTSUS-.o 

It plays thG role of "Jpposition towards tile party of the chancellor 

within tha coalition gov2rnment the better the stronger the left 

tendencies within the SPD grows. Its policy to get profiled has to 

find the goldBn mean between twb sxtreme positions: on the one 

hand, it i1as to be careful not to be washed away by eventual 

losses of the SPD, on the other hand it cannot question the principl8s 

of the actual government. 

- Tha t:c-ade un:i,g!J§_ have to bear the conflict between the resonsibili ty 

towards the general economic development, and especially towards 

the. actufll SPD g_aver.nment, on one i"rt.:1nd, and the press-ure of 

~ 
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their basis on the other hand, which is less unde~ communist in

. fluence but rather articulates its displeasure over the economic 

development. 

The employers who for years have been at the top of the social 

hierarchy as managers of the economic miracle, have to suffer from 

growing diffamation. The questions of where they stand socially 

and of where they place themselves socially are subjects of contro

versial discussions. 

There is an increase of mutual accusations ahd a growing loss of 

cor:rf·td:errc.ec· .tret.wa,a,r.r th-e. emplc:ve'I:·sv a>Jct' the' ur.Ji!D-f.l:S •.. Th·e, a•ffoc-rt:.oW· 

realizing a. •concerted action• ("Konzertiert~ Aktion") among the 

different groups of society, maant to fix general economic aims 

and adequate instruments, is considered to have fail.ed for the 

moment .. 

(13) The mentioned problems seem to follow developments in-other member 

countrie~ of the EC - even though they show specific symptoms. The 

Community or a more intensive cooperation of the respective social 

groups in western Europe is not always a possible solution to these 

difficulties .. Thus a class cooperation· between socialists and social 

demo crates in western Europe finds its difficulties in the different 

attitudes towards the communist parties, which were suited to in

tensify the conflict within the SPD. The same applies to the unions. 

There exist other subjects of confliCt - tho.ugh mostly h-idden - inside: 

the Cbristian-democrate and conservative parties.· Till now, it has 

proved impossible to r.1ake the respective social and pol.i t.ical 

groups of the Community recognize the convergent character df 

_their interest. All the Community should do here is to-favour a 

learning process by intensifying the internal communication -

already st;ert:Erd· ·on va:ritm:s· lev.eJ:sc. -- emci<· thus:-•to creat·e.- a basis. 

of confidence. 

(14) The actual government has a· s~fficient majority in the Bundestag 

in cont~ast to most of the other rne8ber countries, but the range of 

possible d2cisions has diminished: 

The stock of common political ideas of the two parties of the coali

tion government has sen~ibly diminished after the close of the 

firs~ phase of the 11 0stpolitik 11 • Differences in the program of inner 

reforms have been deepened and actualized by the tenden'cies inside 
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the SPD and the results of the provincial elections. Moreover, 

inflation creates new social disturbances and respective material 

demands.To fulfill them would mean to counteract the necessary 

restrictive budget policy. The increase of worldwide economic 

interdependance (multinational companies:stc.) asks~o~rstronger and 

stronger measures to correct the economic development. There is 

no financial possibility, therefore, for realizing the intended 

reforms. The governmental declaration by chancellor Schmidt :.: 

clearly shows how the actual situation is taxed in this way.wThis 

will meat with opposition in certain groups of the SPD after 

having, ova.rco.me> t.ha, s:ho.ck cau&ad· by S.'ra:nd't: ... 

- The success of the opposition in the last provincial elections may 

have• as• :tesul t a blocking up of the government aT the FRG irrsomu·ch 

as the L§nder under CDU governmant with their majority in the 

successful provincial alections on behalf of the CDU in Lower 

y"" 11 8undesrat 11 represent an almost aqual counterpower to the majority 

~ /.

0

"" of the coalition government in the 11 Bundestag". In the case of 

, /. \f l Saxony, Bavaria and 1-iassen (the latter seems quite improbable), 

I .) r· .'./X the 2/3 majority of the CDU in tha 11 8undasrat 11 could obstruct, 

\ /,_) _;y.\o'l'according to tha constitution any government bill. The only solution,. 

)!' )!'{ Vy.; then, would be over-all party negotations which would allow 

~~ ~/ political progression only in form of respective ways of consensus. 

P'~ p There would be no new .elections • 
.(, 

(15) Consequences concerning the Community: 

- The FRG has lost a good deal of its financial and political range of 

action dealing with larger European projects. The negativ~ effects 

resulting from Community decisions, c<which are felt by poli tica-1 

groups or the public (agricultural policy) in the FRG, may inten- . 

sify the d:i.splaasure. t.owa·rds government; and thus aga,in lim.i t i.t.s;_ 

radius C'f action. Therefore Schmidt imphasized· that in· European affairs 

he had to bear in mind the responsibility towards the. German voters. 

- The predispositions of the chancellor and the secretary of foreign 

affairs enlarge this loss of action, which is conditioned by 

objective factors! Both consider European integration to be im

portant in the long run, but they nevertheles~ take the concrete, 

short term interests of the FRG to be dominant in the negotiations. 

Schmidt's declaration is ambiguous as he is not willing, on ~ne, 

hand, to confide the FRG to a Community unable to take decisions, 
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but on the other hand,he accepts the advantages of the custom~ 

union and the long term political union • 

The Community is able to widen this narrowed range of action only 

if it succeeds in solving practical problems of the FRG. The 

orientation of the German government on ~risis IDanagemeot 

may be overcome by the Community presenting clear aims for tha 

development of western Europe. It is therefore necessary that the 

Community succeeds in showing its basic necessity as well as empha

sizing, again and.· comprehens. ve.ly, the concrete aovantages· wtrich t'ha 

German pt:~b1ic and its economic and· poTitica·I groups enjoy, advantages· 

which by no means have to be alw=ys material ones. It is, however 

. decisive·, that the remaining decisions, wh·ich h·ave not been taken 

in the last three years but which for the economic Community are 

urging decisions and which have to be taken on the European level 

only, will actually be taken (Economic and monetary union, energy 

policy etc.). This will be impossible· if the right of Veto for each 

member countries is maintained whereby every solutim is reduced 

to the smallestcommon denominator or even obstructed, as it has 

been the case in the last months. Therefore there is an urgent 

necessity to have a federal institution deciding on majorities 

and whose decisions are controlled by the European parliament. 

(16) One of the approved experiences of the political system·of the 

FRG is its federal structure. The distribution of competences to 

those levels on which they are executed most efficiently arid the 

ability to adapt to changing conditions present valuab1e informations . 

. to other member countries. The federal structure of the FRG· 

has proved to be practicable, politically stable and produktive. 

Probl.er.1s of r.egtonal .minoritie.s. never. gained that impo.rt.anc.e: they 

have in other· member countries·, a fact whic·h besides ot.her reasnns·~ 

finds its explanation ln the federal structure of the FRG whicih 

allows regional minorities to articulate their respective interest 

as effectively as possible. As a result of these experiences the 

Community must neccessarily decide t6 distribute its compatences on 

various levels, whereby the Community institution will heve only 

''few but rsal competences". 

-11 -
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One of the conditions the German public considers to be indispensable 

is tha democratic control and the democratic legislative procedure 

of the decisions taken on majority basis in a governing European 

institution. Those few but important decisions which are no longer 

taken on the national level and which are no longer controlled by 

national parliaments, must not be taken in secret nagotations but 

by the European parliament which therefore has to be elected directly 

and has to be given limited legislative compatences. 

IV .• Problems o.f the, Socio-Cu.lturai S"s.t.am of the. FRG 

(18) The pattern of behaviour of the population has undergone a consi

.derabia change in the last years. German citizens and their interps·t 

groups have become more conscious politically and mora active. 

Political actions have developed outside the traditional political 

and parliamentary forms (axtraparliamantary opposition, citizen's and 

voter's initiatives, unauthorizid strikes and go slow), because the 

existing structure had bean regarded as not being efficient or le

gitimated enough to realize the respective interests. Parties, 

unions, and constitutional institutions have triad with m6re or 

less success to integrate the tendency for participation into their 

own organisations. By questioning the traditional political structure, 

the mechanism of economic.diatribution, too, remains no longer un

disputed. The economic logic of a "Marktwirtschaft'' basad on privata 

property is no longer accepted w'i thout opposition as b.eing e le

gitimation for political and economic decisions. These developments 

weaken also the legitimation of the CommuCJity: it is an account of 

the postulated economic logic of the EC, and on account of the 

lack of possible participation and sharing in the decision-making 

p·rocass. that de- Gaulle:'s' reproach on techn-acrscy is rep.e·ated from 

a di ffarent political point of view. u· the crisis of· the west 

Europ~an countries is not going to be intensified by the demand 

for participation, the Community has to play a decisive role, as it 

is only on a European level that the demand for democratic parti

cipati-on can e><pect to find an e.fficient political reaction. Tba 

Community, ·therefore, has to ac~ept consciously-this dsmand and has 

to favour possible participation and co-d~tarmination. 

It is however not certain that the tendency to participation will 

last. Developments since the energy crisis ·indicate 
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· that the dominance of participatory aims might disappear before a 

stronger care for economic security. This would reinforce the political 

weight of the ''economic lqgic''· 

(19) The German attitudes towards the community are positive. The number 

of those who approve the Community and its development towards a 

European Union .has steadily increased - at least until the anergy 

crisis - in contrest to considerable fluctuations in public opinion 

towards the "Dstpolitik". The strongest approval is with the younger 

g.anerations and. with the upper class.as~ Party orisntat.fons. rarely det.ar.-

·minerc thee basic: Euro.p'lan attitude,., .. The· respect'ive· occupat·ion'al status· 

is of greater relevance, especially among the farmers. 

The intensity and vigour of this pro-European attitude is still un

known. The alarming lack of infor;;;ation concerning Europ.ean policies, 

institutions, politicians as well 2e the generally held' opinion that 

the individual has not gained much, till now, from the European 

Community, including the reproach that the FRG is the "purser" of 

the Community, all these facts mav lead to the provisional conclusion 

that· in the FRG there--i-s-a --"permissive' consensus" for the european 

integration. Under the aspect of an intensified European mobilisation 

however, the proeuropaan attitude seams to be of no decisive value. 

There also remsins the. question whether new nationalistic tendencies 

as result of the energy crisis and the above mentioned trends in the 

patterns of behaviour have not yet shown in public opinion polls •. 

The Community seems to have but small possibilities to influence 

public opinion directly. A larger and more systematic info.rmation 

policy would help to a limited extent. There is mora to be expected 

fro.m more efficient and. more transgaren.t. decision-making, process.as •. 

A campaign for t·he direct election- to. th•e Europeoan parliament cuuld: 

play a decisive rols in ~hese efforts. 

(20) The orientation towards a west-European union must be seen as p13rt 

of the development of the FRG towards a ''national state'', mentioned 

before Cs). The loss of national identity after the World War II has 

forced the west-German citizens to try to find their cultural and 

political identity in a wider wast-Europ.aan area. The development of 

the provisional FRG into a ''normal'' middle-sized country" has weakaned 

- 13 -
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the search for identity in the European area, the more as there 

is a dis'"ppointment over the failures of European policies. The 

actual alternatives in the field of foreign policy (see 8) have 

not yet been taken into conscious consideration by large parts of 

the population. In spit~ of a growing irritation about some of the 

member countries of the Community, there remains the dominance of 

the west-European orientation,though it has lost its initial 

intensity. To streggthen this west-European ori~ntation, the Communi

ty and the member countries of the EC have to avoid further dis

appointment and alienation by active and successful efforts towards 

inte9ratiort~ 
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Background rote on 
The Current~ Issu(~s in the tJnited Kingdom 

1\t the General Elect:ion held on February 28, 1974, there ~ras a sl,,ing 
"''n.1~' froM both major parties-.. · The Labour Party ohtained 37~ of: the 
vote nnd t.he ConscrV;'ltiV("!r>, 3C:~,. 'The Liberal Party ohta:lned 10%, Hhile 
in Scotland the Scottish Nationalists polled 22% and in 1•1ales the t·1elnh 
Nation<>lists polled 11~>. In t:ls':.c;r, 51% of the vote went to the right
Hi.nr; Protestant 1 Loy.-.lli.sts' 1 an C. 8% to the various Republican candidates; 
candii:ates basically supporting the late Executive's policies obtained 
~1% of the _vote. 

The Election '-'-'ElS significant for t11TO reasons. The Labour Party 
obtained rnore seats v1ith fe1t1er votes than the Conservatives. It was 
cnllcd to form a Governncnt \vit:h 17 :.eats short of a majority. Secondly, 
there >~as a major ups;1ing in the fortunes of all the minor parties with 
the except.J.nn of t:ht:~ 1'-Ti1tlonulists i"n Halef>,- lflherc the stray votes appear to 
have gone to the Liberals. 

Since the Electi.on, there has again heen a variation in support for 
the partles. Labour•s support h;;,.s gro"m to around: 48%, lf7hile the support 
!\:J1~ tllf:. Cr>J,;it!·rvrJ.t.iv·'::~-> l1ar; taLLen to ]11!!:.. <:d11J tJ·te Liberals to l(i%. ".f'hi~~ 

may reflect the initial honeyr.1oon mood that the electors have· for most 
nevr Govt:r.nrnqnt·.~:;. It. may alr.o reflect the frt.i.lure of thn Conservative 
E'<>rty. to project much else but the im<>ge that its leadership is frightened 
of another election and its ordinary members disheartened. 

The state of non-parliamentary organisations 

'I'he ret.Lll:n of u·1e Labour CovL:rnmc-:nt marked a change in trade union 
attitudes. 'l'here are more thlJn ten million trade unionists in Dritain, 
Or<;F,w:i.r:qll ;Lnl;.n :m l1:i.:·:t:cn;·jt_; Ulltl :·:otrl•·:l:.i.l:lCU Cll!Jlhc.::r.nome patCl"lWOY.'Y.. CJf; Crrtft: 

and indu::;trial union~;. ~~Ji th ."! fr:: 1.·' l-:inor exceptions, these are hrought to
gethL::r ,.fi thin the frame.\·lork of the '"l'raaes Union Congress (TUC-) . Inter
tmiun diE:putes are less frequent than in the past, the Labour Mover.1.ent 
having found a nev1 unity in its opposition to certain of the policies .of 
thl:! pr.<:~viow·: (;,JVC':ri>Jnent:, in particular its Industrin.l P.ela.tions lcgi::;la
t.ion. In return for a pledCJC: by tht'! incor:J.ing Lahour Government to reper.:tl 
this lecJiSlrJ.tion and to introduc<~ .:.t 1Jroad ran<je of cloMestic measures tl'Jllt 

the Unions considered less socially divisive, the Unions committed them
selves to a •social Contract• to cooperate 'trith the Government in its 
attempt to hold down inflation. 



?he employers' onJrlnis.:ltion 1 tf..e CBI, has heen badly divided since 
t~he :Slection. some of tl"H-:. r.:ajo:r. private employers, such as GKN, have 
aJ:guen that it has failed to press their interests sufficiently. 

The fanners, previously only heard prior to the annual farm price 
r~:'!vh::~J 1 hu.ve become a rrmch tnoie vocal lohhy. 'Their fears centre round 
the futlJre of the pig 1 dairy and b·eef industries. 

British students have no political influence, although a significant 
proportion of the politically active are supporters of extreme left-Hing 
factions. 

The success of the Protestant strike in Northern Ireland anq of 
industrial action. (partly with political. objectives) in Britain have 
demonstrated the strength of non-pnrliamentary action. Groups >lhich are 
sufficiently numerous and cohesive and near enough to the main levers of 
industriul life have sho>m that they can assert important influence, not 
confined to industrial matters, contrary to the wishes of the Government 
and of Parliament. 

Reqional is~ues 

Tbe mo!":'.1·. pr.P.:w.in<J reqion.-:~1 ir:uue in tl"w m( 1~ 0hviously the f\ttur.P. 
r.:•f Ulr:;t:cr, hut t.hf·.~n~~ j_s no ~ir.:;n of nn en:.:y or cnrly ~elution. '!'he one 

qlirnmer of hope may be that over the last few "'eeks the Protestant 
'Loyalists' have been growing increasingly hostile to the British Govern
ment: whether this hostility, which they share vri th the Republican 
Catholics, '"ill ever bring the b1o factions to talk constructively to one 
<1no1·.lH~r <lhout. t::hr~.ir. ovm future-s ls an open rp1cstton. nut hostility mj_ght 
be: construed as a common interest. The people in Britain appe.ar fed up 
t·d th thes<:! 'sponger~' ns r'r. t·~ilson has culled then. TherP. is fl. ~dde

::j.n:·<ld feellng 'Nhy shoulcl our boys (the troops) be hutchercd? If the 
Irlsh ·Hnnt to fight, let them fight one another'. There is a ~) ir;ht 
,~ ... H;l."ll ·- (.J.f' ~llH'':.Uld .1.1: ])(; t.:r.iT:.hl - IIJdk::r.tono ln all this. nut Hll~~f)n p·r,()
h;ohly caught the pulolic mood Hhen he pointed out that each Northern 
Ireln.nd cttizr-~n wa!:? costing ·the British tax-payer £6 or £7 per '~:TceY..~ 
ficMcvcr his re1.1arks probably hardened extremist feelings in Northern 
Ireland.. If, as a result of all this, l1orthern Ireland becomes in some 
"'·'~Y r.1or:c: u.utonomous, this "'~11 have an important effect on the regional 
aspirations of Scotland and Hales. 

The maritime oil diScoveries hp.ve aroused a net.·T self-righteousness 
in Scotland. '?here, North Sea oil is knO\..rn as 1 Scotland • s Oil' and it iS 
seGn to herald a golclcn a<Je of prosperity. Naturally, there would 'be even 
greater prospcri ty if Scotland could keep the oil revenues and this, Com
bined 1·1ith an antip.othy to distant London, has given a very strong impetus 
to clemanc1s for var.iou!-: ();!\n:-'"'.:0.'": 0f .•;(.;; 1. f-f]OVE·rr;r.'lcnt ranging from full sove
t·(·i.<:inty t:.o a consultative .:t::;~;e~:!bly. London is giving considerable 
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thouyht to v1hat type of constitutional reform \'1'0uld be hest. In the mean
tiL'Je, the oil boom is creating major infrastructure problems for the local 
authorities and creating social problens for the young and poor in the on
shore-:: hoom nreas. 

~7ales also ha:o its pr.oJ)lems, although these have not manifested them
selves in a resurgence of nationaiism to the exgent that they have in 
Scotland, pos~·>il)ly bccnusc Nales is more of a mongrel than a natiol-1 .... , VJelsh 
problems are largely associated v1ith the decline of upland agricultural 
communities and with the run-clown of the traditional coal and steel indus
tries and their associated form of community life. 

H01\1ever, there are other regions in the United Kingdom Nhich .are 
not basr..:cl on ancient }:inrJc3oms. !Jne of the flnr!ings of the recent, Royal 
Commission on the Constitution was that 'feelings of regional identifi
cation are fairly strong throughout the country. Although they are parti
cularly s troncJ in t-lCJ lcs CJnd Scotland, they are alrnost as marked in the 
South-V7est and Yorkshire' .. The same attitude survey reported that the 
'diffuse feel~n<J of dissatisfaction (Hith existing government institutiOns) 
pervaded all the regions of the country to much the same degree' .. 

VJhen the regions are viev1ed as economic units 1 there is of course a 
f<:tr 9reater dj_ve.r.si ty in terms of inrlnstrtr"~l str1.1cture, unemployment and 
1 H(.:owe. nut it i~'J rou~Jhly true that the poor regions in Britain are 
:cc;parat:erl froro the rich r0.9ions hy a line running from Plymouth at the 
fHOU1~h of tlH: f:n(;ll~~h Clvn1nf·~1 :l.n the· South-Nc!3t, to Kingston-upon-I!ull, 
;,hich lies half-"ray up the east coast of England. 

Consensus 

This geographical cJ.ivide ohviously has some effect on popular at.ti
tuder::: 1 but more fundamental - and the geographical divide indirectly 
refleqts these - are the strQng class divisions \"hich still doninate social 
lif(:~. Jn 1.970, lOP.. of the pop\.llation ot-~necl S2:t of nll personal v1ealth 
((,7% if state pen!3ion schr:.!r.Jr:~s a:r.c ~~::·:clude.rl) ond 5% 0\•lned 41%. Rut clnss 
r.li.v.i.s.i.()n c1oes not Jnerr:J.:~' .n·~·:""J.··~.~t. :i.r:rY:c1i<;te pi1t:terns of distribution: l':'\any 
r:;(;i·:r,c:n:: I'.."Jf Lllo 1 U~·r·e:·r:· 1 (!"'.ic) J:··,i.r~(iJ.f· ~:le-~~.~ Hit.h small incomes have a social 
.,,, .. ~Jt:ll cJerived fror.1 t.JH~ fdct Lhnt t.hey come from 'old' fami.lies, i.e. 
f.':IJI'd.llc:s thll·t have. hod ~.ome consldernble wealth in the past. 

In as much as people tall: of the existence of a consensus, it usually 
reflects the vie~<s of a metropolitan middle-class. Thus although there May 
he a consensus favouring compulsory· incomes controls, the great rnajority.of 
those most vitally affected could well be opposed to them. 
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Yet there seem:. to he a political value in· achi.cving a so-called 
consensus. ~·Jhen Ileath came to pO\•Ter in 1970, he called for 'one nation' - a 
term he borrO\<led from a nineteenth centure predecessor. (The aHk't·rard thing 
about it \•Ias that nineteenth century Conservatives believed in the exis
tence of a natural social hicru.rchy ia \·Jhich each kne\o! his place. As Ecnth 
later discovered in his confrontations v1ith the members of the nationalised 
industries, there is no consensus J?D this type of 'one nation'.) t\'ilson 
~;;poke in sirr.ilur terms on rcgainin~J pm·rer in lg74. 7\t the sane time, '!lis 
opponents 't·lere calling for moderate government (often used as a synonym for 
consensus). The truth seems to be that there is no genuine consensus in 
Britain in a universal sense. Having said that, there may be a relevant 
point in the sloqan carried before the 1970 Election: '!'arold Nilson .
Edward Ilcath. \·n·d eh :i_;. the Tory?'. Perhaps one :=;hould not be surprised by 
the fact that this slogan >~as used by the Liberals, usually regarded as 
occupyinq the micldle ground between the t1m major parties, and referred to 
,,, Tories or Socialists in sheeps' clothing by the two respective parties. 

, Public attitudes to Government machinery 

The above may appear cynical to some, but i-t is borne out by fact. 
Ylh<:11: foll<.':lV'i'l :L:.~ Jt~<d.nly ;·i ::ynur.1:·d.:.~ r.)[ t~tt.it:u<lc:~_.l r(:'/6<.t.1Gd in the Attitu(]r, 

~::urvey com!nissionP.cl by the Royul Cor.trni.ssion on the Constitution, referred 
to earlier, and cc.trrj_cc1 out: i_n lfl73: 

l) !J:9~, o£ the sar:1ple thought the present system of govern
ment ~,as in need of r~ajor improvements; 

2) 349..; beliew::~rl that 'our sys·t.em of government will not 
give ordinary ·people "hat they want until it is com
pletely changed' .i 

J) (i'Yb foo~lt Lhcy Jia(J ne. J.nfl't::enc.::e at all on the country's 
future; 

4) 53~ feel cupill)le of playing 'a role in government•; 

5) 71~ fe>lt that people like them~elves did not have 
enouyl"l say in the vtay the Government waB running the 
countr-.1; 

6) 68% felt that important issues should he necided by. 
referenda, 20% by Governme~t; 

7) turnout in national elections is lo" relative to other 
r.uropean Co~nunity countries. On average, one in four 
electors does not bother to vote. In local elections it 
is more like two in three., 
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Contentious issues 

11any of the main issues of political or economic debate reflect the 
stand-point of the political parties, Nhilst others are inter-related. As 
far as the 'ordinary person' is concerned, the following are amongst the 
most frequently encountered topics: -

1) Pric~ Rises 

Under the last government (.June 1970 to February 1974) 
food prices increased by more thun 50% and rents and 
interest rates on housing loans hy only slightly less. 
InfV~t::'l0n ,.,,-,;; 11)?, i.n ·u-~(·· 1n~;t yr·:;::r nnn is _curn=mtly 
;:unnin~l at an annual rate of 18%. During April there 
1.-1as a 3.4~; increase in prices, equivalent to an annual 
rate of 40%. 

2) Profits 

There is an increasinry sensitivity to profit margins 
and a ~jrov1 ing debate u.s t:o \IThether profits are 'good' 
or '•bad'. A number of politically ernharassing profits 
h.1ve ht:en Ck:clnred rccr~ntly: the four rn.nin honks at 
around £200 million; ICI at around £150 million; and 
nP at just under £300 million in the first quarter of 
1974. 

3) Stob:'! C'X·rnershj_p 

Thi~ npp(:::or.s to be qrm.,ring more Acceptable - or less 
contentious - as those najor companies such ·as British 
Leyland require increasing financial help from the 
Gov0rnwent. Arouncl £3,000 million was handed out in 
state support to. private companies in the four years 
from rnid-1969. 

4) ·North Sea Oil 

'"fherE: is n mnj or and continutng ro•" over the profits 
likely to be r:1.ade ;)y lc1rlvatr~ companies (mainly 
7\mcri.can) operating in ·the north Sea. This is 
accompanied by a. debu.te on the extent to Hhich there 
should be state intervention,· and in Scotland, Scottish 
control. 

5) IncoMes 

'The :i.nf:ln_tionary sit.uation has Maintained pressure for 
1ND.ge increases e The unions have promised to exercise 
restraint in return for certain govern~ent measures 
such as subsic1isation of certain foods, etc. and 
exceptions for the lovr paid. The trouble is, who is 
not suffering from lo>r pay? 
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6) Housing 

Shortage of materiuls and labour, high interest rates 
and rocketing land prices have accentuated the 
housing shortagE=:. FeHer houses '-•Tere built last year 
1:11nn .11-_ nr:y t.ir·:,~ i.11 i·l,t' i..''n J.•n~vion:c; rlr.~r::;1do:-~s. Some

one I·TishirHJ to buy <:!. t.!~re•~-hedroomed semi-detached 
house in the south of Y.ilr;land (excluding London} 
YTOulc1 require an income of r.tore than tvTice the 
natior.al average T:tage if he had less- than £2,000 
savings. There is an .even greater shortage of rented 
accornmodation .. 

7) Health 

The present Government intends to introduce a wealth 
tax for those with assets (excluding houses) of more 
than £50,000. This is contested by the opposition. 
According to a recent sur.vr~y, the majority of the 
population consider anyone '1-Tith more than P.ln;ooo rich. 

8) Defence 

There is a substantial popular pressure 
duction in defence expenditure. 

·g) Industrial relations 

I 
for a major re-

The Government \·Till shortly repeal the highly conten
tious legislation introduced by the Conservatives in 
1971. The Conservatives, while ackno .... ,ledginc:r v1eaknesses 
in thei:ro legislation, still consider that industrial 
relations should be brought Hithin a comprehensive legal 
fr;u,Jev,or.k.. ~.rllf.:y rrto:Jy tlr:ri vc some F:upport from the fact 
that 70% of the population considers trade unions to 
have a lot of influence on the country's future - rating 
them second in pm1er to the Prime ~linis ter. 

10) Northern IrelanC. 

The greater part of the British population probably 
favou~ abandoning the Northern Irish to deal with them
selves. 

11) The Europ.ean Community 

'rh ere is a clear majority of the population opposed to 
remaining Vlithin the European Corununity on the terms 
negotiated by tr1e last G6vernment. If the Governl'lent 
carries out renegotiation in such a vmy that it can re
commend uccP-ptonce of neN terms to the electorate, then 
th"re is a chance that in a national referendum the 
majority vJould oppose withdraHal. 

'-·· 
' 
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The future 

People do not seen very enthusiastic about the future. But Hith pre
dicted: 6!t: unenlploy!:"!.ent and increasing inflation, it may not be surprisinCJ. 
Oil is the great hope. As long as we can reach 1976 without collapse, life 
will then be rosy. A lot of people seem to think that oil will turn the 
UK into another Gulf State - although they assume that the wealth derived 
I>~ ill be equi tabJ.y c1.ist.rihuted. Rut there are also deep fears: is the 
IJort.her.n Irelancl chsease contagious? Can we survive the social consequences 
of inflation? Nill there be a decline in the standard of living? l·lill 
there bP. a vTorld-vr.idP. recession?· t-'lost asJ:ed, are vre at the end of an ~?.ra 

n r J:"t'~la ti ve pol.t tict1l and e:conomic comfort? 

The European Community 

There is still deep hostility and profound misunderstanding about ~~e 
Co1'1muni ty. Attitudes reflect a traditional nistrust of our partners; '~<ogs 

have begun at,Calais' for a long time. They also reflect the popular 
belief that. the C0mnunity is largely responsible for inflation - particu
larly the increase in the cost of food. The r.1ore sophisticated do not 
hla~e this directly on the Community but on the previous Government's 
mc.:Jsu:cc~s to chan(JL~ tht~ :-;y~:tc!m of o.uricultural finance. Th<::rG is a lurking 
suspicion that 'tl1ey' arc after 'our' oil. Further, the institutions of 
the Community are a giant and inflexible bureaucracy VThich interferes in 
valued traditions such as the right_ to grm·.r King E&._rard potatoes. For 
ncn;y pl":ople on. the l12i:t., t.I1c-:: (":r:-rlm-nr:.5.ty _i::; sc:F.:n as a. husinessmcn's dream and 
!/.;:~:<.;<:i_Uditly .tCtL:r_:onciLlL::_'.:' t~v:-:L.i..1.,_· tc the interests of the HOr}:ing class. 
i 1

:. j_s also seen as c. ]-)(::nefi t club for inefficient continental farners, \·Jho 
i,,.,iK>se their interests on the efficient British fann industry at great 
expense. 

Fm·J people:: feel cnthuniasm about European Union: those Hllo have h0.ard 
of it r_i_ryhtly a.sk \·thnt j_-t rnr::nn~;.. F'or peopl0. <Jencrally - al1:houqh prohnbly 
r:ot f6r decision-,,m:-:ers - political integration is an assault upon sove
reignty and um1elcome. On the other hand, there is a feeling particularly 
evident on the right that El:lropean integration Hill enable Brita1n to regain 
sor.,e lost 1·1orld power. Others - still on the right- believe that Britain 
still has that pm1er, particularly >~ith the white Commom<ealth connection, 
Hhile many on the left never wanted it anyway. 

There is one tendency v1orth noting, hovrever; at recent Labour Party 
Conferences, support has been given to resolutions that run as follo~>~s: 

"Conference rejects "hm.,ever opposition to the EEC from a narrow nationalist 
point of viel·l. It affirms that because of the internationalist character of 
capitalisn the fight for a Socialist Britain must be linked to the ·fi(!ht 
for a Socialist United States of Europe, which alone can provide for the 
planned integration of European states in the interests of the working class". 

-··-~-... ---·-------........... -·· ·-- . 
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It is hard to see how Ilri tain can play a full part in the future of 
the Community Hi thout t.'l-J.e '"hole-l1earted conse~t of the Labour r·!ovement. 
At the very least this v.rill require modification of the tn~ contribu-
tion to the bucl(jet in relation to GNP, modification of the CAP, effective 
expenditure on regional and social policy, and a commitment not to levy 
VAT on food. Above all, it tvill mean that the Community will have to be 
understood. 

The world 

U}~ llp.i.n.i.nn 1t:-·· _l)o;:·,~rJ:-il-· J>•!i'c!r:lll ,·\]_ C:iJV] llrtint.crestecJ in world affairs. 
::;_!l:.ject to this, cultural links v1ith the English- speaking world remain. 
l'·.u~;t.ralia, Ne1.t7 Zealand, the Gni ted StatP.s anO. Canada occupy a special 
place in British sentiMent, even if such feelings are not alt..,.ays' recipro
cated. Ireland a ne tl:.e 'neH 1 (or black) Commonv.:real th countries do not 
have such a strong attraction. But that is not to say that residual 
feelings of obli<]at.ion do not rematn. They rlo, particularly so in relation 
1:o t:ho IwJian suh-CGfll1nc:n1: c-:..nd ccrt<~tin African states. The current British 
stance in the Council of t1inisters reflects this. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

This very selective survey has painted a rather miserable picture of 
Britain. But in as much as it is possihle to talk of SS million people as 
having a sinc;le vttitnclP., i1: is true to say t.,.nt they are ilisillur:d.oned, 
wuhry rm(] cynical. Llut Lhcy do not entirely lack hope: for example, t~ht:":y 

believe in oil and they believe that major i~prcvements can be made. But 
they are very sensitive to their decline and have still to be shown how the 
Comrnu.nity might help. 


